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Cities @ Crossroads

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND LOCAL DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA

Jennifer Shkabatur

Digital technology's transformative potential for democratic governance is hardly questioned, but it has not yet been tackled in legal scholarship. This article starts filling this gap by exploring digital technology's role in local governance.

The article situates the relations between cities and citizens along two complementary axes: (1) consumerism (i.e., citizens are regarded as consumers of city-provided services) and (2) participation (i.e., citizens play an active role in local decision making and agenda setting). The article explains how digital technology fits into this framework and develops performance criteria to evaluate local digital initiatives.

Next, the article argues, while American cities reasonably satisfy consumerist, service-provision requirements, they fail to benefit from digital technology's participatory potential. This result is lamentable, but it is not inevitable. Drawing on recent digital initiatives in various European cities, the article proposes a framework to enhance digital participatory practices in American municipalities.

INTRODUCTION

On his inauguration day in January 2009, President Barack Obama declared that “the way to solve the problems of our
time, as one nation, is by involving the American people in shaping the policies that affect their lives.” This statement was hardly surprising. A commitment to openness and citizen participation played a central role from the outset of Obama’s presidential campaign. It was therefore particularly symbolic that the Memorandum on Transparency and Open Government was the first document signed by President Obama when he took office.  

The Memorandum articulated that transparency, participation, and collaboration are the three pillars on which government rests. Transparency ought to promote accountability and provide citizens with information about governmental activities in an easily graspable form. Participation is required since “[k]nowledge is widely dispersed in society,” and hence Americans should be given “increased opportunities to participate in policymaking and to provide their Government with the benefits of their collective expertise and information.” Lastly, collaboration is necessary “across all levels of Government, and with nonprofit organizations, businesses and individuals in the private sector,” as it “actively engages Americans in the work of their Government.” Striving to put these principles into practice, the president relied on digital technology as the major catalyst of the process. The Memorandum therefore instructed the U.S. Chief Technology Officer to issue the Open Government Directive to specify concrete steps to implement the presidential vision.  

The timing and urgency of the Memorandum and the Open Government Directive that followed it are telling. Scholars of democracy have been warning in recent decades that American politics is “beset with anxiety and frustration,” 

---

3 See id.  
4 Id.  
5 Id.  
and that more and more citizens grow disappointed with the performance of the democratic institutions and political system. The decline of the “public” and the hatred of politics have become a common theme in studies of both national and local politics. The growth of the administrative state and the post-New Deal belief in bureaucratic expertise have weakened the prospects of meaningful public engagement and exacerbated the mutual distrust between citizens and government. Government appears remote, insensitive, and inaccessible, unwilling to truly listen and respond to public concerns. Hence, faced with (at least seemingly) inattentive political institutions, American citizens “feel that they live in a time of big decisions; [but] they know that they are not making any.”

Given this reality, the presidential Memorandum, though primarily addressed to federal agencies, is even more pertinent for local governments. Cities are smaller in size compared to other political entities, but at the same time bear responsibility over a wide range of matters that substantially affect the lives of their residents (e.g., police, health, schools, taxation, and zoning). The combination of these two features can generate, at least in theory, promising participatory structures in which citizens play an active and substantial role in the governance of their communities. The situation in practice, however, indicates that the participatory potential of cities is largely missed. Citizens’ experience with local government is often marked by apathy, frustration, and lack of meaningful opportunities to influence local decision-making.

---

10 See, e.g., Gerald E. Frug, The City as a Legal Concept, 93 HARV. L. REV. 1057, 1070 (1980) (noting that “[w]hat makes the concept of popular participation so unrealistic to us is . . . our conviction that all decisionmaking requires specialization, expertise, and a chain of command”); Cass R. Sunstein, Constitutionalism After the New Deal, 101 HARV. L. REV. 421, 504-08 (1987) (arguing that “[t]he modern administrative agency has attenuated the links between citizens and governmental processes”).
11 DISAFFECTED DEMOCRACIES, supra note 9, at 8-10 (describing the decline of public trust in government in recent decades); Evan M. Berman, Dealing with Cynical Citizens, 57 PUB. ADMIN. REV. 105 (1997) (examining the extent of public cynicism toward governmental policies).
12 C. WRIGHT MILLS, THE POWER ELITE 5 (1959); see also SANDEL, supra note 7, at 3 (expressing similar concerns).
processes—what has been described as a “you can’t fight city hall” state of mind."

The intuition that lies at the basis of the presidential Memorandum, the Open Government Directive, and other initiatives of this sort is that digital technologies possess a powerful transformative potential that can reverse the current trajectory of citizen-government relations. This aspiration, in line with a wide range of scholarly arguments, celebrates the potential of the internet to open up novel channels of communication between citizens and government, and begin a new chapter in citizen participation and public accountability.

Due to these high theoretical ambitions and the abundance of online practical experiments in American cities, it is surprising that the legal literature has disregarded this phenomenon. This vacuum is worrisome. Guidance as to which paths are better to take and which should be abandoned is urgently required. Cities are currently at a crossroads in terms of their digital development—they can either benefit from the democratic potential embedded in digital technologies, or waste it.

This article is the first attempt to conceptualize the current and potential role of digital technologies in American cities. The article starts by presenting two basic axes—consumerism and participation—on which the relations between a city and its residents can be situated. The consumerist axis represents a vertical structure, in which the primary role of the city is to provide residents with services.


14 The most notable American organization in the field is the Sunlight Foundation. For an overview of its work, see About Sunlight Foundation, SUNLIGHT FOUND., http://sunlightfoundation.com/about (last visited Jan. 28, 2011).

and public goods in a manner that satisfies their preferences and needs. The participatory axis reflects a more horizontal structure, in which citizens play an active role in local decision making. The article discusses the normative underpinnings of consumerism and participation in city-citizen relations and argues that these two dimensions should complement each other to achieve a balanced and healthy local democracy.

The article then turns to the question of how digital technologies fit into existing city-citizen relations. It argues that the axes framework is equally valid in this context, as cities employ digital technologies either for consumerist (e-government) or participatory (e-participation) purposes. Further, the article suggests five criteria—inclusiveness, transparency, communication/deliberation, impact, and cost-effectiveness—that can help in evaluating, designing and comparing e-governmental and e-participatory initiatives. Drawing on these criteria, the article examines how digital technology is used in American municipalities.

The article reaches three major conclusions. First, the current uses of digital technologies in the United States fail to fulfill participatory goals and, in fact, waste the participatory opportunities opened up by digital technologies. Second, American cities fare well on the consumerist axis and benefit from digital technologies to provide better services to their residents. Lastly, popular digital initiatives disguise themselves in participatory rhetoric without offering genuine participatory opportunities, and hence distort and impoverish the meaning of participatory democracy.

Despite the grim state of participatory digital endeavors in American municipalities, the article maintains that initiatives that satisfy participatory criteria are not fictional. Drawing on digital initiatives from a variety of European cities, the article exemplifies how e-participation may yield promising results in areas such as participatory budgeting, urban planning, and structured consultations over policy matters. The article concludes by suggesting why municipal digital practices in the United States have not yet taken a participatory direction, and calls for cities to take a more participatory path in their digital pursuits.

Part I of this article discusses the consumerist and participatory dimensions of city-citizen relations. Part II examines the functions of digital technology in local governance and its challenges in consumerist and participatory realms. Further, it offers a set of evaluative criteria to assess and
compare municipal digital initiatives. Part III explores the current role of digital technology in American cities and discusses its consumerist and participatory features. Part IV explores digital participatory initiatives in European cities, provides possible reasons for the lack of participatory initiatives in the United States, and suggests how to adopt them.

I. BETWEEN TWO DIMENSIONS OF THE CITY

Cities play an ambivalent role in American law. Formally, their legal status has been notoriously limited. However, the de facto autonomy of cities is substantially larger. In fact, some of the most important issues of public policy are resolved through local rather than state or federal mechanisms of decision making. For instance, all American states authorize cities to impose local taxes and use the revenue for the exclusive benefit of local residents. Most states grant local governments a largely unconstrained local land-use authority and police powers, and exercise only a lax control over the incorporation of new municipalities.

16 The U.S. Supreme Court stated that “[t]he number, nature and duration of the powers conferred upon [municipal] corporations and the territory over which they shall be exercised rests in the absolute discretion of the State.” Hunter v. City of Pittsburgh, 207 U.S. 161, 178 (1907). Although the broad rule of Hunter had been modified in subsequent decisions, the Court recognized that “the case continues to have substantial constitutional significance in emphasizing the extraordinarily wide latitude that States have in creating various types of political subdivisions and conferring authority upon them.” Holt Civic Club v. Tuscaloosa, 439 U.S. 60, 71 (1978); see also David J. Barron, A Localist Critique of the New Federalism, 51 DUKE L.J. 377, 390-93 (2001) (delineating the scope of formal state power over cities) (hereinafter: Localist Critique); David J. Barron & Gerald E. Frug, Defensive Localism: A View of the Field from the Field, 21 J.L. & POL. 261, 264-67 (2005) (noting that “delegations of local power invariably come with limits that have not been approved locally and that can be removed only with permission from above”); Frug, supra note 10, at 1062-68 (arguing for city powerlessness and explaining why it matters); Daniel B. Rodriguez, Localism and Lawmaking, 32 RUTGERS L.J. 627, 651-32 (2001) (noting that the “principle of state supremacy in internal matters of state and local government has largely survived the constitutional home rule movement”).

While the majority of states grant local governments power over municipal affairs (home rule), this power does not “immunize local actions from state preemption” (Barron, id., at 392). Rather than generating a genuine local autonomy, home rule reflects “a mix of state law grants of, and limitations on, local power that powerfully influences the substantive ways in which cities and suburbs act” (David J. Barron, Reclaiming Home Rule, 116 HARV. L. REV. 2257, 2263 (2003)).

17 Barron, Localist Critique, supra note 16, at 394.

18 Id. at 395-96. Cities also benefit from various statutory immunities. See, e.g., Robert C. Ellickson, Cities and Homeowners Associations, 130 U. PA. L. REV. 1519, 1568-79 (1982).
Cities therefore take charge of matters as critical and diverse as “the preservation of life (police, fire, sanitation, public health), liberty (police, courts, prosecutors), property (zoning, planning, taxing), and public enlightenment (schools, libraries).” Not surprisingly, this wide range of responsibilities raises acute questions as to the optimal mechanisms of local decision making, and the character of city-citizen relations. As the nature of these relations may deeply affect the priorities and decision-making processes of the local authorities, it is important to fully grasp their meaning.

I suggest the following framework. The relations between cities and their citizens can be understood as located on two axes of a graph: consumerism and participation. The consumerism axis measures the degree to which a city succeeds in effective provision of public goods and services to its residents, who are regarded as consumers. The participation axis reflects the degree to which a city facilitates citizen participation in governance and encourages community building. The axes are both descriptive (depicting the existing state of city-citizen relations) and normative (impelling local governments to act on both dimensions). A city that effectively provides information and services to its dwellers and also offers them substantial participatory opportunities will score high on both dimensions. A city that only excels in information and service provision but lacks participatory mechanisms of decision making will score high on the consumerist axis but low on the participation axis. An opposite case, poor services but abundant opportunities for meaningful participation, will locate a city high on the participation axis but low on the consumerism one. The following pages further explore these basic distinctions.

A. The Consumerism Axis

The creation of local political units and the delegation of powers and authority to them are frequently justified on the grounds of efficiency. According to this approach, the raison d’être of cities is the fact that they provide services and local
public goods better than larger political units do.\textsuperscript{21} Provision of services and goods is therefore regarded as the primary function of cities—a function by which they are defined, measured, and chosen by existing or potential residents.\textsuperscript{22}

This generic perception of cities is rooted in a seminal article written by Charles Tiebout in 1956. Tiebout labeled citizens as “consumer-voters,” who “pick[] that community which best satisfies [their] preference pattern for public goods.”\textsuperscript{23} According to this model, citizens stay in a city only as long as the public goods they receive are in line with their preferences; move out when these public goods cease to satisfy them; shop among numerous localities for the “package” of goods and services that reflects their preferences; and eventually settle in the one that offers the best-fitting “package.”\textsuperscript{24} While cities are stable, with their revenue and expenditure patterns “more or less set,” the consumer-voter’s “act of moving or failing to move . . . replaces the usual market test of willingness to buy a good and reveals the consumer-voter’s demand for public good.”\textsuperscript{25}

Although simple in its initial appeal, this model relies on several controversial assumptions. First, the preferences of consumer-voters and municipal budgets are assumed to be given and largely fixed. Second, consumer-voters are presumed to be fully mobile and possess all the information required for a thoughtful relocation decision. Third, the model assumes that there is a large number of communities that will “compete” for residents by offering preferred goods and services. Lastly, the model posits that the “packages” of goods offered by cities do not create externalities for neighboring communities.\textsuperscript{26}

\textsuperscript{21} Public goods are commonly defined as non-rival (the consumption of the good by one person does not diminish the ability of others to consume the same good) and non-excludable (no person can be effectively excluded from consuming the good). In the context of cities, “local public goods” can be defined to refer “to any goods that are typically provided publicly by local governments.” Lee Anne Fennell, Beyond Exit and Voice: User Participation in the Production of Local Public Goods, 80 TEX. L. REV. 1, 4 n.7 (2001).


\textsuperscript{23} Charles M. Tiebout, A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures, 64 J. POL. ECON. 416, 418 (1956).

\textsuperscript{24} Id.; see also JOHN R. LOGAN & HARVEY L. MOLOTCH, URBAN FORTUNES 41-42 (1987).

\textsuperscript{25} Tiebout, supra note 23, at 420.

\textsuperscript{26} Those are the main assumptions of the model, but this list is not exhaustive. For additional assumptions, see id. at 419.
Tiebout’s article and, in particular, his assumptions have been heavily criticized. But the article was also dubbed as “the most influential single article in the field of public economics” and inspired numerous contributions that followed its theoretical footsteps. Most importantly, for our purposes, Tiebout offered a powerful defense of local units as the most effective providers of public goods, and justified substantial delegation of authority to local governments and their legal empowerment.

The Tiebout model and its normative underpinnings therefore lie at the basis of the consumerist axis of city-citizen relations. The purpose of the axis is to reflect the degree to which the city succeeds in effectively providing services and public goods and satisfying citizens’ preferences. As citizens are treated in this equation as consumers who pay with their tax money for goods that local governments sell, the axis that evaluates the effectiveness of the “transaction” is dubbed “consumerist.”

Despite its central role in municipal affairs, the consumerist axis should not be regarded as the sole parameter by which city-citizen relations are evaluated. A demand to base
these relations on consumerist grounds alone might collapse citizens into “consumer voters” and lead to a situation in which “values commonly associated with democracy—notions of equality, of the importance of collective deliberation and compromise, of the existence of a public interest not reducible to personal economic concerns” become “of secondary concern, or no concern at all.”³¹ Gerald Frug, the major advocate of this position, warns that the dominance of the consumerist state of mind not only influences the outcomes of governmental decision making, but also “affects the evolution of American society itself” by strengthening “the consumptive aspect of self over alternatives” and narrowing “the definition of ‘human flourishing’ that city services have the potential to foster.”³² The aim of the participatory axis, which is described below, is to avoid this scenario.

B. The Participation Axis

Cities have traditionally enjoyed a unique status among democratic scholars as the most appropriate units for citizen participation in government.³³ Alexis de Tocqueville famously asserted that “[t]own-meetings are to liberty what primary schools are to science; they bring it within the people’s reach, they teach men how to use and how to enjoy it.”³⁴ John Stuart Mill similarly emphasized the importance of local political institutions as a training ground for democracy. He regarded participation in local government as particularly valuable because cities exercise authority over issues that directly affect the daily life of their dwellers, and may offer them substantial opportunities to voice their concerns and shape policy decisions.³⁵ Likewise, Mill insisted that only by practicing popular government on a limited scale, will the people “ever learn how to exercise it on a larger.”³⁶ In the same spirit, almost one hundred

---

³¹ Frug, supra note 22, at 32.
³² Id. at 32-33.
³³ Frug, supra note 10, at 1069.
³⁴ ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE, 1 DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA 76 (Henry Reeve ed. & trans., 2007) (1835).
³⁶ JOHN STUART MILL, Tocqueville on Democracy in America (Vol. 1), in ESSAYS ON POLITICS AND CULTURE 173, 186 (Gertrude Himmelfarb ed., 1963). Mill also argues that “[a] political act, to be done only once in a few years, and for which nothing in the daily habits of the citizen has prepared him, leaves his intellect and his moral
years after the publication of Tocqueville’s opus on American democracy, John Dewey wrote that the demise of participation in local governments had been one of the major ills of the modern era and called for a revival of popular participation.\textsuperscript{37}

The theoretical attractiveness of cities as a platform for citizen participation and democratic education is due to several factors. First, citizen participation—similarly to the provision of public goods—is believed to be more effective in smaller units.\textsuperscript{38} As local decision making affects multiple spheres of life in a city, citizens may reap significant benefits from their involvement in local political affairs. Assuming that the relative weight of each voice rises as the size of a political unit diminishes, the smallness of most municipalities may enhance citizens’ opportunities to make their preferences heard in local decision making.\textsuperscript{39} For similar reasons, public officials in smaller democratic units are expected to be more attentive to public preferences than officials in large political structures.

Further, citizen participation may improve the quality of policy and decision making, as the diversity of experience, opinion, and knowledge within a group can render the whole greater than the sum of its parts.\textsuperscript{40} Individuals who represent a variety of perspectives and backgrounds may offer public officials unique and original insights into policymaking. As citizens are often deeply familiar with local issues, engaging them in local decision making may also generate “concrete and
dispositions very much as it found them.” John Stuart Mill, Tocqueville on Democracy in America (Vol. 2), in Essays on Politics and Culture, supra, at 214, 229.


\textsuperscript{38} See, e.g., Frank Bryan, Real Democracy: The New England Town Meeting and How It Works passim (2004) (demonstrating that population size is the single best predictor of participation rates); Robert A. Dahl & Edward R. Tufte, Size and Democracy 66-88 (1973) (demonstrating a correlation between small government size and increased communication between voters and public officials); Robert A. Dahl, The City in the Future of Democracy, 61 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 953, 954 (1967) (arguing that “the city-state must be small in area and in population . . . so that when the youth becomes the man he knows his town, its inhabitants, its countryside”); Frug, supra note 10, at 1068-70 (arguing that only through small governmental units is meaningful participation by individual citizens possible); J. Eric Oliver, City Size and Civic Involvement in Metropolitan America, 94 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 361 (2000) (claiming that the degree of citizen participation significantly declines as the population of a city increases).

\textsuperscript{39} See, e.g., Benjamin Constant, The Liberty of the Ancient Compared with That of the Moderns, in Benjamin Constant: Political Writings 314 (Biancamaria Fontana ed., 1988) (1816) (arguing that individuals participate more in smaller places because they are more likely to be able to influence outcomes).

highly valued public goods.” Similarly, citizen participation may help government to obtain legitimacy and political support to adopt new policies or test novel directions. The outcomes of genuine and meaningful participatory processes are also likely to be perceived as more democratic, as they better reflect the positions and preferences of the public. Moreover, even if the final outcome does not represent their preferences, studies have demonstrated that individuals evaluate positively processes in which they are permitted to participate and their views are considered by decision makers. As a result, the more involved individuals are in making rules, the stronger their sense of obligation to abide by them is likely to be. A proper participatory process is therefore able to facilitate the implementation and enforcement of policies. It also can help in holding public officials accountable and increasing the general transparency of the system.

Moreover, meaningful participatory initiatives invite citizens to take part in decisions that deeply affect their lives and immediate environment. Hence, participation is first and foremost regarded as a tool for social empowerment; it helps voice the concerns of weak groups in the society and train otherwise powerless citizens to interact with other social groups, take part in the democratic process, and pursue their policy preferences by democratic means. Citizen participation therefore nurtures citizens’ sense of community and facilitates their social and political affiliation with others. It engages individuals in a process of learning from others, opening their minds to different and, at times, contested ideas, and reshaping their preferences through that learning. At its best, it therefore

---

44 Fung, supra note 41, at 20.
45 Fung, supra note 41, at 1-30.
leads to an informed and involved citizenry that understands the challenges and conflicts of the community and possesses the tools to resolve them.\textsuperscript{47}

No doubt, this rosy account of the benefits of citizen participation in local government rests on presumptions that are no less controversial than those of the Tiebout model. Chiefly, it assumes that participatory mechanisms are applied in good faith and strengthen civic empowerment across the board. However, as James Madison famously asserted, the smallness of local governments can make them particularly vulnerable to “mischiefs of factions” and a majority rule running amok.\textsuperscript{48} Participatory processes may likewise be vulnerable to capture and abuse by dominant social groups and public officials. Frequently, they may reinforce social inequalities and further disempower groups that were supposed to gain voice as part of the process.\textsuperscript{49} Even if the process is carried out in good faith, participants may behave incompetently, be motivated by parochial interests, and suffer from mob psychology. All of those factors, so the argument goes, may obstruct citizens from understanding and pursuing the common good.\textsuperscript{50}

Hence, the ultimate participatory challenge is to attain the benefits of citizen participation, and avoid, as much as possible, the traps. This task surely requires a nuanced institutional design, which the Article discusses in greater detail below.

* * *

There are, then, two major dimensions of city-citizen relations—consumerism and participation. The former presupposes a vertical relationship in which citizens consume public goods that are sold to them by the local government. The latter depicts a more horizontal relationship, in which citizens take an active part in local decision making. These two

\textsuperscript{47} CAROLE PATEMAN, PARTICIPATION AND DEMOCRATIC THEORY 22-44 (1970).


\textsuperscript{50} See, e.g., JOSEPH A. SCHUMPECTER, CAPITALISM, SOCIALISM, AND DEMOCRACY 283 (1943) (arguing that “the electoral mass is incapable of action other than a stampede”).
dimensions are by no means mutually exclusive. On the contrary, cities should attempt to fulfill both consumerist and participatory ideals, scoring high on both axes and offering citizens a full plethora of opportunities.

The rest of the Article examines how digital technologies fit into the citizen-city framework and where they are situated on the consumerism-participation axes.

II. CITIES & THE “E” FACTOR

Since the 1990s, digital technology has been widely employed at all levels of government in the United States. In the local context, it has been regarded as a “powerful tool for reinventing local governments” and a “paradigm shift” in city-citizen relations. How transformative were these tools in practice? A closer look at how digital technologies are employed by local governments two decades after their introduction hardly reveals new patterns in city-citizen relations. Cities turn to digital technologies either to enhance the efficiency of their service provision, or to provide citizens with better participatory opportunities. The consumerism and participation axes that captured the traditional relationship between cities and citizens are therefore equally valid for digital technologies.

In the context of digital technologies, the consumerist dimension is dubbed “electronic government,” or, more commonly, “e-government”: “the use by the Government of web-based Internet applications and other information technologies . . . to . . . enhance the access to and delivery of Government information and services to the public . . . .” The participatory dimension is labeled “e-participation”: online actions performed by citizens and “directed at influencing, directly or indirectly, the formulation, adoption, or implementation of governmental or policy choices.” The following pages explain the meaning of these two phenomena in further detail and develop evaluative criteria to better assess their implications.

A. E-Government

The primary use of digital technologies in local governments aims to fulfill the consumerist function of cities: open up and optimize access to public information and improve the provision of governmental services. When e-government was first introduced, the hope was that it would encourage public officials to abandon the “traditional bureaucratic paradigm” and opt for “coordinated network building, external collaboration, and customer services.” Given this potentially transformative effect, e-government has caught the imagination of American public officials, leading to the enactment of the federal E-Government Act in 2002, and a widespread adoption of e-governmental features at federal, state and local levels.

At its best, e-government provides citizens with “one-stop-shops,” which allow them to obtain all governmental information and services in a “timely, convenient and user-friendly manner from a single source.” Information offered on official local websites may include issues ranging from explanations of municipal functions, legal procedures and online minutes of city council meetings, through downloadable forms and content designed for specific segments of the population (e.g., families, elderly citizens, or children), to traffic updates, crime statistics, or descriptions of the cultural heritage of the city. In line with the consumerist orientation, the information is often complemented by online surveys or

---


55 Ho, supra note 51, at 434.

56 The Act is intended to “to improve the methods by which Government information, including information on the Internet, is organized, preserved, and made accessible to the public.” E-Government Act, supra note 52, § 207(a). The Act requires federal agencies to enhance the volume of public records available online and adopt standards to enable the organization and categorization of government information. It specifies the information that should appear on agencies’ websites and sets “minimum agency goals to assist public users to navigate agency websites.” Id. at § 207(f)(B).

For an account of the adoption of e-government in American states, see Caroline J. Tolbert, Karen Mossberger & Ramona McNeal, Institutions, Policy Innovation, and E-Government in the American States, 68 PUB. ADMIN. REV. 549 (2008). For local governments, see infra Part III.A.

57 Ho, supra note 51, at 436 (citation omitted).
questionnaires to help the municipality better assess the needs and desires of its residents.

The theoretical consumerist potential of these endeavors is indeed promising and the challenges of e-government are more practical than conceptual. Cities ought to make sure that all public information is provided on the website in a clear, user-friendly and structured manner; that navigation on the local website does not require sophisticated digital skills; and that citizens are provided with effective communication channels with public officials. Multiple municipalities have indeed managed to overcome these obstacles and e-government is currently broadly implemented and embraced in the United States.  

B. E-Participation

The addition of digital technologies to the local participatory equation has followed a more dramatic trajectory, from early aspirations that digital technologies would bring to life the ideal of a participatory city to mixed results on the ground and unsatisfactory rates of participation.

In theory, digital technologies can trump classic participatory mechanisms in multiple respects. First, e-participation provides unprecedented flexibility, allowing citizens to participate in local decision making from any place and at any time. Online participatory platforms also benefit from a substantial scalability advantage, since they can accommodate many more participants than any other public forum and their operation and management costs tend to be considerably lower. While citizens are frequently reluctant about participatory initiatives due to the serious time commitment that is necessary for face-to-face interactions, online platforms allow “granular” participation that suits the participants’ interests and possibilities—from a quick vote for or against an idea that was brought up by others, to a demanding collaborative development of policy suggestions. Moreover, the dynamic of physical citizen assemblies often


59 BENKLER, supra note 15, at 212-72.
leads socioeconomic elites to dominate the discussion, while other participants are reluctant to voice their opinions.\textsuperscript{60} An appropriate design of online forums and nuanced professional moderation may alleviate these difficulties by balancing and equalizing discussions.\textsuperscript{61} Online platforms may also improve the quality of the discussion, as the asynchronous character of online postings enables participants to better consider and weigh their positions. Finally, properly designed platforms may allow participants to publicize matters, problems, and concerns that are otherwise unnoticed by the public due to various practical constraints.\textsuperscript{62}

Despite the substantial advantages of e-participation, the picture loses much of its appeal when it descends from theory to reality. While insufficient internet access and lack of adequate digital skills are definitely worrisome in this context, the problem is even deeper. The major hurdles faced by e-participatory initiatives are poor rates of participation and lack of efficacy—participants' inability to actually affect policymaking. Several underlying factors are in play here.

First, citizens' experience with local government is often marked by apathy, inherent mistrust, and disbelief in the possibility of changing the status quo.\textsuperscript{63} These deeply embedded perceptions often lead citizens to avoid participation in any political processes whatsoever, either offline or online. In order to change this state of affairs, it is not sufficient simply to introduce another participatory mechanism.

Second, the legitimating attribute of e-participation entails a severe peril. An easy way to manipulate the process would be to create a toothless participatory structure, which serves as a fig leaf and legitimates controversial decisions by public officials without actually sharing power. Manipulation may take many forms in this respect. The agenda for the discussion may be restrictive and only include options that are all favorable to the government. Participatory initiatives may revolve around marginal issues and divert public attention from more important questions that are meanwhile decided by public officials behind closed doors. Hence, instead of motivating more citizens to overcome their mistrust and take

\textsuperscript{60} See, e.g., Sanders, supra note 49, at 349; Sunstein, supra note 49, at 105.
\textsuperscript{61} See, e.g., Fishkin, supra note 53, at 169-75.
\textsuperscript{62} Benkler, supra note 15, at 100-02.
\textsuperscript{63} See, e.g., Peterson, supra note 13, at 119-20; Fung & Wright, supra note 13, at 37-38.
part in the process, such initiatives are in fact more likely to alienate potential participants. These manipulative structures possess a grave potential of abusing public trust in government and corrupting local democracy. Naturally, they also contribute to poor rates of participation.

A third factor is the concern that the public is ignorant, parochial, and selfish. Too often, online discussions are of a low quality, and participants are “talking without listening.” The disguise of anonymity and the absence of personal stakes in virtual conversations may discourage participants from investing their time and efforts in considerate and thoughtful arguments on the one hand, and encourage meaningless participation on the other hand. These problems are often coupled with the worry that lobbyists and interest groups may easily capture online discussions and distort their results for their own benefit. As a result, instead of exposing citizens to a wide range of political positions and diverse values, online discussions may lead to group polarization, fragmentation, and biased decision making in the worst case and aimless babbling in the best. These problems are well known to public officials, who are accordingly reluctant to provide participants with substantial opportunities to affect political decision making.

This dynamic may result in a vicious circle. First, the public is called on to take part in online forums, discuss a variety of political issues, criticize existing policies, brainstorm, and suggest ideas for improvement. Then, under one scenario, the public does not believe that participation will have any impact and simply ignores the call. Even if citizens do show up online, public officials may not be interested in the results of the discussion (even if it is thoughtful and balanced), since the whole process is part of a legitimation game. Alternatively, the results of the discussion of those who did choose to contribute are unsatisfying in terms of their quality and balance. Either way, the consequence is that public officials are not interested in

\[\text{64} \] A notable example of such behavior is the NIMBY (“Not in My Backyard”) syndrome. For a general discussion of NIMBY, see, for example, Barak D. Richman & Christopher Boerner, A Transaction Cost Economizing Approach to Regulation: Understanding the NIMBY Problem and Improving Regulatory Responses, 23 YALE J. ON REG. 29, 29-50 (2006). For an observation that citizens lack sufficient education to engage in meaningful deliberations on public policies, see Stephen Coleman, Can the New Media Invigorate Democracy?, 70 POL. Q. 16 (1999).

\[\text{65} \] Benjamin Barber, The Discourse of Civility, in CITIZEN COMPETENCE AND DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS 39, 40 (Stephen L. Elkin & Karol Edward Soltan eds., 1999).

granting participants genuine decision-making authority or any other formal functions. The lack of impact reduces both participation rates and the quality of discussions even further, as there are no good reasons for participants to invest their time and efforts in futile exercises. Low quality discussions further strengthen the premise that online participatory initiatives are not eligible for a meaningful formal status. This process is likely to repeat itself and dismantle the benefits of e-participation.

C. Evaluative Criteria

Do these challenges make the promise of e-participation idle? Is the potential of digital technology in local government limited to cost-efficient and consumer-centered e-government? Should cities and citizens give up the participatory axis in the context of digital technologies and nurture only the consumerist one? The answer depends on the institutional design of digital platforms: the opportunities given to citizens to benefit from digital technologies and the measures taken to reduce their negative effects. Ineffective e-governmental platforms are not necessarily caused by flawed technology, but they may rather reflect incompetent municipal policies. The vicious circle of faulty e-participation described above is not an unavoidable reality, but rather the consequence of a discouraging political and legal culture, coupled with the poor design of participatory platforms.

In this context, institutional design is dubbed “discourse architecture”: the practice of “designing networked environments to support conversation, discussion and exchange among people,” or “the means to shape the conversation that takes place within a given system.”67 The consumerist or participatory possibilities opened up (or closed off) by digital platforms are therefore not only a product of technology as such, but rather of explicit or implicit political choices that underlie the design of the platforms. By preferring one
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technological structure over another, these political choices and the resulting design affect (or even determine) the course and the outcomes of an online experience.

Hence, in the e-participation context, capture and conversations of low quality may occur because designers of participatory platforms do not take the necessary measures to better their quality. Group polarization and fragmentation are often due to a lack of effort to diversify the range of participants or the represented points of view. Distrust and reluctance to participate may result from the absence of clear and transparent rules as to the formal status of the participatory initiative and a dearth of delegated decision-making powers. Likewise, in the e-government context, lack of structured information or overflow of confusing data are often the result of a malfunctioning transparency policy; online services that only fulfill the needs of those who possess high-speed internet connections or require sophisticated digital skills may reflect a municipal policy of exclusion; and lack of effective channels for interaction with municipal authorities is a signal of municipal inattentiveness to citizens’ needs or concerns. In sum, while the difficulties associated with successful implementation of digital technologies in municipal affairs cannot be avoided altogether, an institutional design that mitigates them is possible. Such design should rely on a set of predetermined criteria that aim to amplify the bright sides of digital initiatives and curtail the dark ones.

The set of criteria suggested below—inclusiveness, transparency, communication/deliberation, impact, and cost-effectiveness—offers tools for the evaluation of e-governmental and e-participatory initiatives. These tools can help to assess
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69 For examples of online initiatives with quality discussions, see infra Parts IV.A.3 (participatory budgeting in Freiburg), IV.B (urban planning in Hamburg), and IV.C.1 (family policy consultation in Munich).

70 According to Sunstein, group polarization is often the result of deliberation among a homogeneous group of participants. Deliberation among heterogeneous participants, who represent a diversity of perspectives, tends to generate a more balanced dynamic. Sunstein, supra note 49, at 80-83.

71 These criteria draw on the theory of participatory democracy and apply it to the context of digital technologies. See Graham Smith, Democratic Innovations 8-29 (2009); Archon Fung, Minipublics: Deliberative Designs and Their Consequences, in Deliberation, Participation and Democracy: Can the People Govern? 159, 162 (Shawn W. Rosenberg ed., 2007).
the institutional design of existing online platforms, compare them, and facilitate the construction of improved platforms. While the achievement of a high score on both consumerism and participation axes should be the long-term aspiration for local governments, the road is long and largely unpaved. In the meantime, while the field is still in its infancy, trade-offs between criteria and faulty choices of institutional design are perhaps unavoidable.

1. Inclusiveness

“Offline” political participation in the United States has largely been the domain of the wealthy, professional, and well educated citizens, who often happen to be white and male. This course of affairs has generated the “participatory distortion”—situations in which those who speak loudly send distorted messages “about the state of the public, its needs, and its preferences.” If stakes of participation are high and participants are given authentic opportunities to influence public policies, the danger of a distortion becomes self-evident. Instead of creating an alternative channel for voicing citizens’ preferences and concerns, participatory initiatives may reproduce interest groups’ and elites’ politics.

Not surprisingly, the problem of participatory distortion is similarly prevalent on digital platforms. The first concern relates to the identity of participants, or the digital divide. Digital technology often serves to facilitate participation for those who are already knowledgeable, interested, and involved in politics, and is less likely to mobilize the disengaged and the apathetic. Internet access is the primary cause for this. Citizens from low socioeconomic backgrounds are less likely to have broadband access or go online, let alone engage in online political activity. But solving the access problem alone cannot
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72 Kay Lehman Schlozman, Sidney Verba & Henry E. Brady, Civic Participation and the Equality Problem, in CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY 427 (Theda Skocpol & Morris P. Fiorina eds., 1999).
75 Aaron Smith et al., The Internet and Civic Engagement, PEW INTERNET & AM. LIFE PROJECT (Sept. 2009), http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2009/15--The-Internet-and-Civic-Engagement.aspx. As of June 2009, the estimate was that 74.1
guarantee the elimination of the digital divide. Beyond access, differential uses of digital technologies can also reflect and reinforce social inequalities.³⁶ For instance, lack of sufficient knowledge about how to find information online can severely affect users’ online behavior, and hence internet usage skills are necessary.³⁷ Empirical evidence suggests that socioeconomic level is a significant proxy for usage skills, affecting the benefits that individuals derive from the internet.³⁸ Moreover, the socioeconomic level has an even stronger impact on political participation online (from signing petitions and organizing political actions, to discussing political issues on online forums).³⁹ Hence, these factors lead to the assumption that digital technology simply extends “politics as usual,” reinforcing the influence of those who are already dominant and not contributing to the empowerment of disadvantaged social groups.⁴⁰

Given the strength of these arguments, inclusiveness is the first evaluative criterion for online political endeavors. The task is relatively straightforward in the consumerist dimension. Solving the problem of access and skills is a prerequisite for effective e-government. Comprehensive

percent of the American population has Internet access. See United States of America: Internet Usage and Broadband Usage Report, INTERNET WORLD STATS (June 2010), http://www.internetworldstats.com/am/us.htm.


³⁷ See generally Nicole Zillien & Eszter Hargittai, Digital Distinction: Status-Specific Types of Internet Usage, 90 SOC. SCI. Q. 274 (2009).

³⁸ See generally MOSSBERGER, TOLBERT & STANSBURY, supra note 76; Eszter Hargittai, Second-Level Digital Divide: Differences in People’s Online Skills, 7 FIRST MONDAY (2002), available at http://firstmonday.org/htbin/cgiwrap/bin/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/942/664; Zillien & Hargittai, supra note 77; DiMaggio et al., supra note 76. Social status also exhibits a significant relationship to passive political participation (retrieving political information online), even if differences in age, gender, quality of technological equipment, digital experience, and political interest are all taken into account. See Zillien & Hargittai, supra note 77.

broadband policies along with targeted training and assistance should offer a solution. While this is by no means an easy mission, satisfying the inclusiveness criterion on the participation axis is even more challenging.

The major question is what constitutes inclusiveness for purposes of citizen participation. Self-selection (the most prevalent mechanism of participants’ recruitment) usually fails to satisfy the inclusiveness criterion, as those who voluntarily take part in participatory initiatives are “typically better-off—more wealthy, educated, and professional—than the population from which they come.” Hence, one approach is to perceive inclusiveness as representation of all possible points of view on the topics under discussion. Theoretically, this requirement can be satisfied even if the group itself is not representative of the population, as long as all the existing arguments are explicated to participants. One major problem with this approach is the decision about which points of view are legitimate, relevant, and should be included. Architects and moderators of participatory platforms are usually those who decide what information counts as balanced and which points of view (if any) should be excluded. If the stakes of participatory processes are high, this discretion becomes perilous and some checks should be introduced (e.g., allowing participants to dispute decisions as to the validity of certain arguments, restricting the discretion to ban arguments to rare and clear-cut cases). Another difficulty is that even if all possible arguments are on the table, the identity of participants and their inherent biases or preconceptions may preclude them from a thorough and open-minded consideration of the differing positions.

Several methods may help overcome these problems. First, designers of digital platforms can structure participatory initiatives around a randomly selected group of citizens (who reflect the demographics of a neighborhood, city, state, or the whole nation) and ensure that full and balanced information is provided. A different, less “scientific” method is active
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82 Fung, supra note 71, at 162.

83 This method produced illuminating results in the context of “deliberative polls,” designed and organized by James Fishkin and the “citizen juries” project,
outreach. Organizers of participatory initiatives may target underrepresented audiences and encourage them to take part in the process in order to supplement and balance self-selected participants.\textsuperscript{84} A related approach is to provide underrepresented groups with “structural incentives,” by directing participatory initiatives at issues that mostly concern poor citizens (e.g., public schools or basic infrastructure),\textsuperscript{85} or even provide them with monetary incentives. Most of these methods have been utilized in offline contexts with varying degrees of success, and they can be equally valid for the online realm.\textsuperscript{86}

2. Transparency

As James Madison noted, “a popular government without popular information or the means of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy or perhaps both.”\textsuperscript{87} Transparent and comprehensive popular information is indeed necessary both for e-government and e-participation in local government. However, the question of how to bring popular information to the people is far from easy to answer.

Both e-government and e-participation are meaningless if citizens are not provided with full, accurate and intelligible information, which allows them to better understand municipal affairs and problems. However, providing access to massive datasets does not a guarantee that this information will be sensibly apprehended.\textsuperscript{88} Rather, it may generate confusion, distort conclusions, or simply go unnoticed. In this sense, more information does not always produce better knowledge or understanding. Comprehension of information is inseparable from the interests, resources, cognitive capacities, cultural background, and social contexts of the individuals who

\begin{itemize}
\item managed by the Jefferson Center. See FISHKIN, supra note 53, at 159-96; Fung, supra note 71, at 161.
\item Fung, supra note 71, at 162.
\item \textsc{FUNG, supra} note 41, at 89-91.
\item For an experiment with online deliberative polls, see FISHKIN, supra note 53, at 169-75; Robert C. Luskin, James S. Fishkin & Shanto Iyengar, \textit{Considered Opinions on U.S. Foreign Policy: Face-to-Face Versus Online Deliberative Polling}, at 27 (2004), available at http://cdd.stanford.edu/research/papers/2006/foreign-policy.pdf (demonstrating that “online and face-to-face results are broadly similar”).
\item James Madison, Letter to W. T. Barry (August 4, 1822), \textit{in 9 THE WRITINGS OF JAMES MADISON} 103 (Gaillard Hunt ed., 1910).
\end{itemize}
consume it.” People may therefore ignore, misunderstand, or misuse certain aspects of the data provided to them, depending on their unique and complex “chains of comprehension, action, and response.” Moreover, the overwhelming amounts of information available online may create “attention spans,” which prevent individuals from going into the depth of all the data available to them and rather lead them to focus on specific and often out-of-context details. The result, as Lawrence Lessig suggests, is a “systemic misunderstanding.”

A possible solution to these pitfalls, both for e-government and e-participation, is to ensure that transparency is “targeted”—to convey information in standardized and user-centric ways that allow individuals to readily grasp, compare, and disaggregate it. While this task is not easy in practical terms, it is certainly possible for most types of information. However, a deeper problem is that there are multiple incentives to provide incomplete or even distorted information. This is particularly so when stakes are high and the manner in which information is presented and framed may influence the public understanding of municipal affairs and the course of online discussions. There are surely no easy or full solutions to this challenge. However, reliance on digital technologies may be beneficial in this respect as well. The networked structure of the internet allows private organizations and citizens to monitor the information provided on official websites and, if necessary, draw public attention to specific aspects, disseminate omitted data and sources, etc. Hence, for purposes of e-government and e-participation alike, an important part of the transparency requirement is not only to convey information to participants in an accessible and graspable manner, but also to let them play a more active role and supplement or dispute the official information with their own reliable sources.

In the context of e-participation, an additional requirement is that participatory rules and procedures are transparent and familiar to all participants in advance. The
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89 Fung, Graham & Weil, supra note 88, at 53.
90 Id.
91 Lessig, supra note 88.
92 Fung, Graham & Weil, supra note 88, at 37-38.
93 For policy suggestions, see id. at 170-82.
94 On framing effects, see sources cited infra note 196.
95 Benkler, supra note 15, at 212-62.
code of conduct and the consequences of violations, the goals of participation and its possible outcomes should all be public and clear. Compared to inclusiveness, for instance, this requirement is substantially easier to implement. Public officials and designers of participatory platforms should be explicit about the procedures ex-ante and adhere to them ex-post. Even if the rules grant participants only the most minimal powers, a misrepresentation of the process can deepen the levels of mistrust between citizens and government and alienate potential participants from future participatory endeavors.

3. Communication/Deliberation

In the context of communication and deliberation, e-government and e-participation presuppose two distinct sorts of city-citizen interactions. From a consumerist perspective, the primary role of the city is to satisfy the needs and adjust to the preferences of its residents. No doubt, this task requires a high degree of attentiveness on the part of the municipality and a constant flow of relevant information from citizens to the municipal authorities. E-governmental platforms can therefore perform an invaluable function in city-citizen relations by offering both parties effective channels to interact with each other.

The case is entirely different from a participatory perspective. “Deliberation on the pressing issues of concern to those affected” is often regarded as “a basic cornerstone of democratic government.” An authentic deliberative experience requires individuals to “sincerely weigh the merits of competing arguments in discussions together,” and to be “willing to revise preferences in light of discussion, new information, and claims made by fellow participants.” Severe doubts are frequently cast on the ability of online discussions to fulfill this ideal. Critics argue that the public lacks sufficient civic education and knowledge for meaningful deliberation, and that it is primarily motivated by parochial interests.” Online comments frequently evolve into a noisy cacophony, which

95 FRANK FISCHER, DEMOCRACY AND EXPERTISE: REORIENTING POLICY INQUIRY 48 (2009).
96 FISHKIN, supra note 53, at 33.
98 See sources cited supra note 64.
distracts other participants from the major questions on the public agenda and hides valuable contributions from the public eye. Moreover, online discussions can be captured by dominant participants or lead to deeply polarizing results.

Although these problems can considerably undermine the utility and attractiveness of e-participatory initiatives, they are not inevitable. In fact, they can be mitigated by introducing appropriate design mechanisms. First, an online platform should not be left on its own. Avoidance of deliberative traps is a major task that can be assigned to moderators of online discussions. Such moderators should be professionally trained, neutral, and independent of the government. At their best, they should perform the role of “democratic intermediaries,” who contribute to the quality, openness, and accessibility of discussions.

Various mechanisms can be implemented to achieve these ends. For instance, moderators can stir public officials or participants to react to certain contributions or encourage participants to bring up certain topics. Instead of automatically adopting a discussion agenda promoted by public officials, moderators may allow participants to challenge and open it for questions. Moderators can also highlight contributions of participants who express uncommon or challenging arguments and thus alleviate the dominance of certain participants or arguments, and protect “minority views.” In order to further protect discussions from dominance and lower the entry barriers for participation, moderators can prepare summaries or graphic trees that represent the course of the conversation in a balanced and readily graspable manner.

Obviously, while such functions may enhance the quality of online discussions, they also grant moderators a (sometimes substantial) decision-making authority, which can be abused to the detriment of all the involved parties. Although magic solutions are not likely in this respect, transparency should be the key for any active moderation. Decisions taken by
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100 See, e.g., Froomkin, supra note 15.
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the moderator and their reasoning should be available to participants and disputable by them. Though transparency is not necessarily a proper cure for all malaises, observing the neutrality and independence of moderators, and ensuring that solid mechanisms of oversight are in place should accomplish a substantial part of the mission.

4. Impact

The impact criterion refers to the concrete effects of e-governmental platforms on municipal services and the effects of e-participatory initiatives on municipal policies. For consumerist purposes, adjustment of local public services to citizens’ needs can satisfy the criterion. Although this task is not easy, municipalities usually possess the tools that allow them to assess and measure citizens’ needs and preferences.

The case is tougher from a participatory perspective. In “City Limits,” Paul Peterson noted that “there is no sense getting involved in something you can’t do anything about.” Indeed, an essential prerequisite for any participatory endeavor is the ability to guarantee citizens an actual possibility to influence public affairs—be it in the long or the short term. However, too often, the outcomes of participatory initiatives (either online or face-to-face) are not formally binding and their implementation (or even thoughtful consideration) depends on the good will of the government. Such discretion allows public officials to take advantage of some outcomes while ignoring others. Naturally, this does not encourage citizens to seriously consider the participatory opportunities that are offered to them. In fact, it may even deepen citizens’ distrust and alienate them from political activity.

103 Peterson, supra note 13, at 120.
107 See, e.g., Igor Mayer, Jurian Edelenbos & René Monnikhof, Interactive Policy Development: Undermining or Sustaining Democracy?, 83 Pub. Admin. 179, 181 (2005) (contending that “[o]n some occasions, these experiments seem to have reinforced rather than to have reduced the mutual mistrust between citizens and administrators”).
Impact on municipal policies can be exercised in several manners. The most straightforward way is a formal ex-ante delegation of decision-making authority to participants. Such cases, particularly online, are rare. More commonly, participatory initiatives serve to inform public debates, legitimate policies, or provide nonbinding recommendations, sometimes as part of a larger decision-making process. At times, even without formal authority, the persuasive force of participatory initiatives is strong enough to cause public officials to adhere to the participants’ preferences. However, in order to make e-participation a worthwhile and appealing time investment for citizens, cities ought to provide more than an opportunity to persuade. Governmental commitment to concrete results and effects (even if not large in scope) may break the “vicious circle” of e-participation described above, draw serious participants into online initiatives, and considerably improve the quality of the process. Such commitment does not compel a blanket approval for everything decided on the online platform. But it does require a formal guarantee of thorough consideration, serious response and, if possible, implementation of citizens’ suggestions. The existence of a legal commitment of this sort can considerably strengthen the appeal and importance of e-participation.

5. Cost-effectiveness

Sustainable policies of e-government and e-participation require a major investment of efforts, resources and time on the part of municipal authorities, citizens, private contractors who are responsible for the development and maintenance of the platform, and others. Before seriously committing to this
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109 Goodin & Dryzek, supra note 108, at 225-26. For examples of participatory initiatives that do not offer citizens opportunities to meaningfully affect public policies, see infra Part III.B.
journey, it is crucial to determine the actual value of digital platforms in terms of wasted, saved, or increased public and private resources. The question of how to measure the cost-effectiveness of a regulatory project is heavily debated in the literature. For the purposes of the discussion here, cost-effectiveness is assessed according to the common practice of comparing the estimated costs of a project to its expected benefits and social consequences.

* * *

The purpose of the five criteria discussed above is to evaluate the extent to which e-governmental and e-participatory platforms promote and strengthen the consumerist and participatory values in city-citizens relations. These criteria reflect the performance of online municipal initiatives on both consumerism and participation axes. The assumption is that the stronger a digital platform performs under each criterion, the more successful it is, either on consumerist or participatory grounds.

The performance evaluation is qualitative, not quantitative—there are no absolute values. Moreover, one criterion can operate at the expense of others, depending on the political goals and values that the designers of the specific platform attempt to accomplish. However, as e-governmental and e-participatory initiatives may be context dependent and different from each other, the goal of the criteria is to “flatten” these initiatives into several decisive components, make them comparable, and situate them along the consumerism-participation axes. The next Part relies on the proposed criteria to assess the current usage of digital technology—both e-government and e-participation—in American cities.
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III. DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY IN AMERICAN CITIES

As President Obama declared in the Open Government Memorandum, “knowledge is widely dispersed in society” and “[e]xecutive departments . . . should offer Americans increased opportunities . . . to provide their Government with the benefits of their collective expertise and information.” More than a normative call, this statement provides an accurate account of how digital technologies are employed in American cities.

Digital endeavors in American municipalities are consumerism oriented and can be largely divided into two categories. The first category contains digital platforms that provide services and information to citizens, and platforms that collect publicly useful information from citizens. The role of local authorities using these platforms is to inform and satisfy their “consumers,” who are in turn encouraged to signal their preferences and provide the authorities with information that can improve service provision (e.g., report broken lights on a certain street). This category of local platforms closely adheres to the consumerist dimension of city-citizen relations and represents an upgraded version of e-government: citizens do not passively consume services, but also facilitate their provision. The second category is more unique and tricky. It embodies digital initiatives of “governmental crowdsourcing”—the process of outsourcing certain governmental functions to the broad public, and soliciting back services, suggestions, solutions, and ideas. As explained by a White House official, this approach seeks “to make government more relevant to people’s lives” by providing more information, creating “opportunities for people to share their expertise,” or suggesting ideas for innovation.” Digital platforms contained in this category in fact pursue consumerist goals, but misleadingly present themselves as participatory practices.

These two categories, and examples of them, are examined below in further detail. Based on the rhetoric of the Open Government Directive, these patterns not only reflect the current state of affairs of digital municipal platforms, but are
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also indicative of the future development of the field. It is therefore particularly important to correctly assess the meaning and implications of these platforms. Hence, relying on the evaluative criteria suggested above, the following subsections conceptualize the digital initiatives of American cities and locate them on the consumerist-participatory scale. They demonstrate that while American cities perform well on the consumerist axis, they fail to achieve participatory goals and generate a distorted picture of participatory democracy. Further, they explain what lies in the basis of this distortion and why American digital initiatives fail on the participatory axis.

A. Provision and Collection of Information

1. Provision of Information

American public authorities chiefly regard the internet as a “one way publishing and distribution network rather than as a many-to-many medium.” While early theorists contemplated that improved information and service provision was only the first step on a transformative route toward an “e-government nirvana” (fully integrated, interactive, and even participatory municipal forums), their predictions have proved wrong. Empirical assessments of municipal websites demonstrate that “local e-government is mainly informational, with a few transactions but virtually no indication of the [predicted] high-level function.” In fact, almost two decades after the introduction of e-government in the United States, dissemination of public information and provision of basic services remain the most popular and widespread use of digital technology in local governments.
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See also Donald F. Norris, E-Government Among American Local Governments: Adoption, Impacts, Barriers and Lessons Learned (Working Paper, 2009), http://ipac.kacst.edu.sa/eDoc/2009/182457_1.pdf (arguing that “E-government is mainly informational, provides a few services, fewer transactions and interactions and has not evolved into e-democracy or e-transformation”).
A recent study of websites operated by the seventy-five largest American cities demonstrated that the majority of them indeed provides citizens with ample public information: contact details for public officials (e.g., email addresses or phone numbers); organizational information (e.g., details on the duties and functions of elected officials or description of the activities of municipal departments); online council agenda minutes; publication of legal information; employment information; and downloadable forms. While the provision of these details is surely helpful and positive, municipal websites rarely contain much more than such “billboard” information.

From a consumerist perspective, the value of these digital practices according to the criteria discussed earlier varies from case to case. The best performing criterion is, without doubt, transparency. The scope and sophistication of the information and services contained on official municipal websites continue to increase year after year. A growing number of local governments offer additional information related to budgeting, planning, and the activities of specific departments. Most websites, however, continue to be static, passive vehicles for transmitting information, with little attempt to engage users or create a dialogue with them.

118 Mossberger, Wu & Jimenez, supra note 58. For a study of the 100 largest cities in 2004 with similar results, see Scott, supra note 58, at 349; see also Dawes, supra note 58.
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121 Dawes, supra note 58; see also Coursey & Norris, supra note 115 (explaining that e-government models which were suggested in the past fail to predict the development of online practices among American local governments); Donald F. Norris, Electronic Democracy at the American Grassroots, 1(3) Int’l. J. ELECTRONIC Gov’T RES. 11 (2005) (stating that “[e]vidence from focus groups clearly shows that Web sites and other local e-government efforts among the participating 37 U.S. local governments were adopted and operate principally to deliver governmental information and services and to provide citizens greater access to governmental officials.”); Scott, supra note 58; see also Yun-Che Chen & Kurt Thurmaier, Advancing E-Government: Financing Challenges and Opportunities, 68 PUB. ADMIN. REV. 537 (2008).
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The number of municipalities does not only expose citizens to vast amounts of data, but also “customize information,” offering citizens e-mail alerts, online newsletters and updates on issues of their interest, and uploading videos of city council meetings in convenient formats. Further, the cost-effectiveness of these platforms is largely positive. Reportedly, citizen satisfaction with e-government has led to higher levels of trust in government, and, particularly on the local level, improved citizens’ perception of governmental transparency, accountability and, responsiveness.

The costs of obtaining information have been substantially reduced as well. Public officials report that e-government improved customer service, even if it has not led to a decrease of costs and manpower in local government.

Digital platforms for information provision seem less impressive under the remaining evaluative criteria. Inclusiveness is hardly promoted, as municipal websites only place information online and usually do not attempt to facilitate access to it. Hence, existing digital gaps are further exacerbated, as only those who have internet access benefit from online information and services. The performance of these platforms under the communication criterion is doubtful as well. In cases of responsive and attentive officials, the provision of emails or phone numbers may be enough. However, in other instances, more structured channels of interaction are required. The lack of communication channels also has a negative effect on the potential impact on service provision. As municipal websites explicitly opt for a one-way delivery of
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information from government to citizens, they provide limited ability for citizens to express their needs or preferences as to service provision.

2. Collection of Information

While the majority of municipal websites serve as a one-way communication channel from the government to the public, a different and novel type of municipal initiative works in the opposite direction—collection of information from the public.

One of the first (and probably most celebrated) initiatives of this kind is the British online platform FixMyStreet, which was later adopted by multiple municipalities around the world. The aim of FixMyStreet is “to transform the act of reporting faults—turning it from a private one-to-one process into a public experience where anyone can see what has been reported.” The platform allows citizens to lodge complaints about broken infrastructure and other problems in their vicinity (graffiti, dumps of waste, broken paving slabs, malfunctioning street lighting, etc.). Complaints are posted on the website using a mapping tool, and then transferred to the appropriate local councils that are supposed to take care of the repairs. The online platform enables citizens to scrutinize new and archived complaints, follow and discuss their status, and monitor the response rate of local authorities. Officials are encouraged to participate on the platform as well, by leaving comments and updates on the reported issues. The success of FixMyStreet inspired the creation of numerous platforms of this sort around the world, including the SeeClickFix website that operates in multiple municipalities in the United States.
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127 Mossberger, Wu & Jimenez, supra note 58.
130 As of March 5, 2011, FixMyStreet declared that 1945 new reports were received in the system in the prior week, 3383 reports had been fixed in the prior month, and a total of 128,772 updates on reports were posted. See FixMyStreet, http://www.fixmystreet.com (last visited Mar. 5, 2011). The state of all reports can be viewed on the website. See Summary Reports, FixMyStreet, http://www.fixmystreet.com/reports (last visited Mar. 5, 2011).
131 SeeClickFix, http://www.seeclickfix.com/citizens (last visited Mar. 5, 2011). As of March 2011, top performing cities are Omaha, NE; Elk Grove, CA; and
A similar course of action has been taken in San Francisco, CA, where citizens are invited to report to the city 311 Twitter account infrastructure problems (e.g., potholes) and request various non-emergency city services (e.g., street cleaning). The municipal authorities respond to each “tweet” and report what progress has been done to fix the problem. An analogous initiative has been launched in Boston, where citizens can download a free application, “Citizen Connect,” to their iPhones and notify the municipality of problems with potholes, graffiti, streetlights, piles of snow, and more.

In accordance with the consumerist vision of cities, the clear purpose of these initiatives is to enhance the quality of basic services provided to citizens. In fact, from a cost-effectiveness perspective, such projects benefit both parties of city-citizens relations. Public officials gain as these platforms allow them to cut administrative costs and more cheaply satisfy citizens’ demands. Citizens gain as their nearly costless reports help improve the municipal services provided in their immediate environment. The primary goal of these platforms is to establish improved channels for interaction between citizens and municipal authorities and to strengthen monitoring. If local authorities indeed respond to citizens’ reports, the communication criterion is therefore impressively satisfied. Further, online platforms for information collection usually provide tools to monitor the fulfillment of citizens’ requests, and hence there is some degree of transparency in the process. Even if neither timely responses nor full public accountability for failures are guaranteed, the online exposure of the reports


Other projects based on the FixMyStreet model include versions from Canada (http://www.fixmystreet.ca); the Netherlands (http://www.verbeterdebuurt.nl); New Zealand (http://www.fixmystreet.org.nz); and more.


launches a “naming and shaming” mechanism that may impel officials to act. As a result, even if only microservices are on the agenda, these initiatives are likely to improve the municipal performance on the consumerist axis.

The less positive face of these platforms is their degree of inclusiveness. As only those who possess the necessary technological devices and skills can benefit from the platforms, the initiatives’ score under the inclusiveness criterion is poor. Digital skills (and not only access) can be largely predicted by socioeconomic level, and thus the platforms are likely to improve services in well-off neighborhoods while leaving the worse-off communities behind. Lastly, digital “collection of information” initiatives explicitly limit their scope to governmental “nonemergency” services (311), and hence their participatory qualities are inherently limited.

In sum, the combination of digital platforms that provide information to citizens with digital initiatives that solicit information from reveals a promising consumerist structure. In both cases, municipalities ought to invest more efforts in the inclusiveness criterion (i.e., ensure that problems of access and digital skills are not an obstacle for citizens’ use of e-government). Otherwise, the present path seems satisfactory from a consumerist vision and it should be taken by more American cities.

B. Governmental Crowdsourcing

Friedrich Hayek famously argued that “utilization of knowledge not given to anyone in its totality” is “the economic problem of society.” Hayek distinguishes between two types of knowledge: a scientific one, possessed by experts, and “the knowledge of the particular circumstances of time and place.” The latter type stems from the intuition that “practically every individual has some advantage over all others in that he possesses unique information of which beneficial use might be made.” This presumption is the pillar of the crowdsourcing enterprise—the second category of digital endeavors in the
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United States and the most fashionable digital practice in local governments.

Crowdsourcing—a model of distributed production and problem solving—prescribes the following course of affairs: an organization distributes across a large online network a request to help with a certain (usually large) task. There is no limit on the number of potential contributors and the work is granular, i.e., broken into small and discrete tasks. “[P]articipants are not primarily motivated by money” and they contribute to the cause in their leisure time. The crowdsourcing model was first championed as an effective strategy for open-source economic production. Reflecting Hayek’s theory, it has also been applied to citizen participation in democratic institutions: “collaborative democracy is a new approach for using technology to improve outcomes by soliciting expertise (in which expertise is defined broadly to include both scientific knowledge and popular experience) from self-selected peers working together in groups in open networks.” This perception of democracy and citizen participation substantially affected the nature of online initiatives on all levels of government in the United States, jumbling consumerist practices with participatory rhetoric. It resulted in two major patterns: crowdsourcing professional skills and crowdsourcing ideas for innovation.

1. Professional Skills

In 2008, the first and most notable initiative of governmental crowdsourcing was implemented in Washington, D.C. The idea was attractive in its simplicity. The Chief Technology Officer (CTO) of the District of Columbia placed online 462 datasets containing extensive information on governmental contracts, crime incidents and statistics, details on construction projects, vacant properties, information on
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140 The subtitle of the article that defined the crowdsourcing model was straightforward: “Remember outsourcing? Sending jobs to India and China is so 2003. The new pool of cheap labor: everyday people using their spare cycles to create content, solve problems, even do corporate R & D.” Howe, supra note 138; see also HOWE, supra note 139, at 29.
141 BETH NOVECK, WIKI GOVERNMENT: HOW TECHNOLOGY CAN MAKE GOVERNMENT BETTER, DEMOCRACY STRONGER, AND CITIZENS MORE POWERFUL 17 (2009).
The second step was to “democratize” the data. As explained by Mr. Vivek Kundra, the former CTO and architect of the initiative, “[i]ndividuals and organizations are not only viewing our government data, but are actually improving upon our work by analyzing and repurposing the information in useful ways.” Hence, the District of Columbia sponsored a contest, “Apps for Democracy,” which encouraged citizens to create and share open-source applications that integrate and visualize governmental data for various public purposes.

Citizens submitted forty-seven applications in thirty days. Forty-five of these applications dealt with topics of safety and quality of life: twelve applications offered various alternatives for mapping criminal incidents and alerts; at least five created traffic and parking maps or alerts; seven tackled issues related to construction projects; fifteen applications were designed for iPhones and provided helpful geographic information (locations of nearby hotels, post offices, gas stations, libraries, banks, places of worship, and more). Other applications dealt with bike routes, historic places, demographic data on schools and local news. Only two applications addressed issues of transparency and public accountability. Citizens were requested to vote for the best applications, and their votes were taken into account to determine the winners of the competition.

The District of Columbia’s public officials greeted Apps for Democracy with sheer enthusiasm. Chris Willey, the interim CTO, declared that “[w]ith the help of these homegrown innovators, we’re engaging the community in government and building a digital democracy model for
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145 See Applications Directory, APPS FOR DEMOCRACY, http://www.appsfordemocracy.org/application-directory (last visited Jan. 28, 2011). The contest’s “agency gold” medal went to the creator of “D.C. Historic Tours” (http://www.dchistorictours.com), an application that relies on Google Maps, Flickr and Wikipedia to offer a variety of historic tours in Washington, D.C. See id. The application suggests a range of popular tours and also provides visitors with the tools to create their own personalized tours. See id. The “indie gold” medal went to the application “iLive.at” (http://www.iLive.at), an information-aggregation tool for individuals who live—or are considering living—in Washington, D.C. See id. Users can enter an address and receive local information, such as distances to the nearest shopping center and post office, crime data, and demographic data for the neighborhood. See id.
governments everywhere.” Mr. Kundra, the architect of the project who later became the first U.S. Chief Information Officer, stated that “[b]y ensuring that every citizen has a front row seat in the digital public square, we’ll continue to return government into the hands of ‘we, the people.’” More than simply advertising an appealing city initiative, these declarations indicated a new direction for digital endeavors in American cities. Projects similar to Apps for Democracy were launched within a year in San Francisco, New York City, and Portland. Even more significantly, the concept of Apps for Democracy has been adopted as a model on a considerably larger scale as part of the Open Government Directive issued in December 2009. As a result, the internet has been swept by diverse initiatives based on the Apps concept, including Apps for America, Apps for Healthy Kids, Apps for the Army, Apps for Inclusion, and even Apps for Africa, to name just a few. Apps for Democracy was therefore a turning point in digital initiatives in local governments in the United States. However, its desirability is still uncertain. How do applications that better visualize and represent public data return “government into the hands of ‘we, the people’” and ensure that “every citizen has a front row seat in the digital public square”? True, these applications may enhance the comfort of life in Washington, D.C. and make daily errands more pleasant. But, despite being dubbed Apps for Democracy and attempting to create a “digital democracy model for governments

146 DC Awards $10,000 Final Prize to iPhone + Facebook App Combo, APPS FOR DEMOCRACY (Sept. 4, 2009), http://www.appsfordemocracy.org/dc-awards-10000-final-prize-to-iphone-facebook-app-combo.
147 See Kundra, supra note 143.
“everywhere,” the democratic value of the initiative is precarious. Crowdsourcing projects do not empower disadvantaged citizens, do not reach out to underrepresented groups, and do not help to overcome digital gaps of access and skills. They mostly tap a specific form of expertise that is possessed by a narrow group of individuals—programming skills. Hence, inclusiveness, either consumerist or participatory, is weak. Further, although the contest seemingly provides a communication channel, it can only be used by a selected and unrepresentative group of experts. Deliberation is irrelevant, as citizens are invited only to help with better representations and visualizations of public information, and public voting for the best “app” hardly satisfies any deliberative requirement. For the same reason, the opportunities to impact political decision making through crowdsourcing are vague. Exposing more information to the public may of course lead to political actions that would not be pursued otherwise. For instance, a clear visualization of unequal distribution of resources across neighborhoods can strengthen public demands to change certain policies. However, there is no evidence of such effects, and their probability is distant, vague, and indirect.

The strongest performance of these initiatives seems to be in the consumerist transparency and cost-effectiveness areas. However, while transparency is definitely strong in theory, it may be weak in practice. Only a small number of citizens can make a meaningful and productive use of the 462 public datasets that were placed online in Washington. Moreover, individuals who possess the proper professional skills and are able to take advantage of these data do not seem to be interested in the project’s democratic or political potential. As mentioned above, only two of the forty-seven applications that were submitted to the Apps for Democracy contest attempted to tackle issues of public accountability. These applications were not highlighted by the organizers of the competition and largely went unnoticed. The “Big Apps”
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157 One might argue that public interest organizations can make use of available data to benefit various disadvantaged groups. However, there has been no indication for such a course of action in crowdsourcing projects.

158 The technical developers of Apps for Democracy confirmed that the focus of the applications was on service provision, but stated that this was in fact in accordance with the preferences of Washington, D.C. residents. Interview with David Strigel, Program Manager, D.C. Citywide Data Warehouse, and Dr. Julia Bezgacheva, Data Team Lead, in Cambridge, Mass. (Apr. 15, 2010) [hereinafter Strigel & Bezgacheva Interview].
contest that replicated Washington’s experience in New York City was similar in this respect.\textsuperscript{159} The prizes went to applications that offered directions to subway stations,\textsuperscript{160} possibilities to comment online on NYC taxi drivers,\textsuperscript{161} and a helpful online guide to NYC schools.\textsuperscript{162} Only one out of eighty-five submitted applications dealt with the city’s financial management.\textsuperscript{163} The DataSF Contest, held in San Francisco, produced similar results.\textsuperscript{164}

Despite the poor performance on both consumerist and participatory dimensions, the “apps” concept is supposed to triumph on cost-effectiveness. Indeed, similarly to its success in commercial and research settings,\textsuperscript{165} crowdsourcing of governmental functions is supposed to bring more efficiency into the system. The first attempt of Apps for Democracy reportedly brought an estimated value of $2,300,000 (the sum that would arguably have to be paid to private contractors for designing similar applications), requiring only $50,000 in expenditures (the contest prizes). As the U.S. Chief Information Officer noted, “Apps for Democracy produced more savings for the D.C. government than any other initiative.”\textsuperscript{166} If the value is real, the ratio of course speaks for itself. However, it is unclear what makes these applications financially beneficial. Labeling the applications as “savings” assumes their worthiness to the residents and public officials of Washington, D.C., a questionable assumption that currently lacks evidence. In fact, a review of the winning applications that was held a year and a half after the completion of the competition demonstrated that the majority of these applications were not

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{159} In New York City, most winners were determined by judges and not by public voting. The criteria were usefulness, inventiveness, visual appeal, effectiveness, and commercial viability. See NYC Big Apps, http://www.nycbigapps.com (last visited Jan. 28, 2011).
\item \textsuperscript{162} Big Apple ED, http://www.BigAppleED.com (last visited Jan. 27, 2011).
\item \textsuperscript{163} This one application is CF CREW, http://www.CFCrew.com/omb (last visited Jan. 27, 2011). The application relies on the “Financial Plan Statements” dataset and visualizes expenses, revenues and capital commitments from the Office of Management and Budget.
\item \textsuperscript{164} DataSF App Showcase, http://datasf.org/showcase (last visited Jan. 27, 2011).
\item \textsuperscript{165} For examples, see Howe, supra note 139.
\item \textsuperscript{166} Apps for Democracy, http://www.appsfordemocracy.org (last visited Feb. 6, 2011).
\end{itemize}
sustainable and no longer functioned.\textsuperscript{167} Hence, while it might appear “hard to dismiss an estimated 4,000 percent return on investment in one month’s time,”\textsuperscript{168} this investment may be better defined as a waste of public money. In fact, the initiator of the trend—the CTO office in Washington, D.C.—announced in July 2010 that “the District will discontinue its annual Apps for Democracy competition . . . [due to] concerns over sustainability and value of apps produced through the contest.”\textsuperscript{169}

While the purpose of governmental crowdsourcing is in fact consumerist—to improve service provision by relying on unique skills possessed by a specific group in the population—its framing and rhetoric are participatory. This mixture produces poor results on all grounds. It fails on the participatory dimension because meaningful e-participation is not part of the scheme. It equally founders on the consumerist dimension, as it does not aim to understand or satisfy the genuine preferences and needs of citizens at large. It rather offers tech-savvy professionals an opportunity to show off their coding skills. In sum, calling on individuals to code applications and “win some cash and tons of street cred”\textsuperscript{170} and simultaneously declaring that the contest ensures that “every citizen has a front row seat in the digital public square” acutely misrepresents what democracy, participation, and service provision stand for.

2. Innovative Ideas

The governmental satisfaction with Apps for Democracy has led to further experimentation with crowdsourced online initiatives.\textsuperscript{171} A notable example of these initiatives is the “Ideas for Seattle” platform launched in Seattle in February 2010.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Russell Nichols, \textit{Do Apps for Democracy and Other Contests Create Sustainable Applications?}, \textit{GOV'T TECH.} (July 11, 2010), http://www.govtech.com/gt/articles/765522?id=765522&full=1&story_pg=1.
  \item Id.
  \item Id. The CTO office did not attempt to collect further data on how Apps for Democracy applications were used, if at all. \textit{See} Strigel & Bezgacheva Interview, supra note 158.
  \item The slogan on the top of the homepage of Apps for Democracy was: “Got what it takes to mash-up DC’s data to win some cash and tons of street cred? Then sign-up for Apps for Democracy and start coding here!” \textit{See} APPS FOR DEMOCRACY, http://www.appsfordemocracy.org (last visited Feb. 6, 2011). Besides monetary prizes, contestants’ names appeared on the popular website of Apps for Democracy, and honorary mentions were awarded. \textit{Id}.
\end{itemize}
There, citizens are called to “contribute your ideas for the future of our city” and vote “on existing ideas submitted by your fellow citizens.” As of March 2011, over 1130 ideas were submitted and sorted into nineteen categories (e.g., housing, education, budget, parks and recreation, public safety, race and social justice). “Transportation” turned out to be the largest category. Next in popularity were “public safety” and “parks and recreation.” The idea that received the highest overall amount of votes (over 4,700) advocated marijuana legalization.

The design of the platform allowed participants not only to suggest new ideas and vote for existing ones but also, afterward, to view “accepted” and “completed” ideas. The list of these ideas is telling. After a year of activity, four ideas were tagged as accepted (e.g., more police downtown and upgraded internet infrastructure were announced as “planned”). Seven were completed, but six of these addressed technical matters regarding the platform itself (e.g., combining duplicate ideas or adding a specific category). In all cases, suggestions that were chosen for implementation received only a handful of votes. No reasons for the choice of these specific ideas have been provided.

One may argue that while platforms such as Apps for Democracy crowdsource professional skills only to generate consumerist practices wrapped in misleading participatory rhetoric, platforms like Ideas for Seattle better embody participatory ideals. They invite citizens to take an active part in local agenda-setting and governance processes. However, a closer look reveals a different, much grimmer, picture. In fact, Ideas for Seattle may be a perfect example of the e-participatory...
vicious cycle discussed above—recognizing that e-participation might be worthy, launching a grandiose digital platform, but ruining its potential with a faulty institutional design.178

First, as participation on the Ideas for Seattle platform is self-selected and no outreach efforts to underrepresented groups have been taken, the resulting ideas cannot be considered representative or reflective of the general needs and preferences of Seattle residents. The opportunity to use the platform for purposes of inclusiveness is therefore missed. Second, the platform does not attempt to promote governmental transparency. No background information is offered to participants on any of the categories under discussion. Rules for selection of ideas for implementation are not publicly available and actual selection seems arbitrary. There is also no monitoring mechanism that would indicate the precise stage of implementation. Third, deliberation is weak, as commenting on an idea posted by a previous user does not stimulate thoughtful discussion, let alone satisfy the requirements of a deliberative experience. Moreover, the platform is not moderated, and hence capture and first-mover advantages are both common phenomena.179 The fact that the highest-scoring idea addresses the legalization of marijuana can serve as a notable example of such capture. In addition, the design of the platform, which primarily highlights the “top-voted” ideas, leads citizens to strengthen the already leading proposals.180 In light of the performance under the previous criteria, it is no surprise that an initiative of the type of Ideas for Seattle lacks meaningful impact. Even the most good-willed

178 See supra text accompanying notes 67-70.

179 Similar results can be found on online platforms on the national level. One example is the Citizens’ Briefing Book—an initiative of President Obama’s Transition Team that allowed citizens to suggest policies that they were interested in. Participants could vote ideas up or down and comment on them. The suggestions were compiled into the “Briefing Book” and handed to President Obama on his inauguration day. Top-voted ideas included legalizing the use of marijuana and online poker. See Citizen’s Briefing Book to President Barack Obama from the American People, http://www.WhiteHouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/Citizens_Briefing_Book_Final_2.pdf (last visited Feb. 6, 2011). This experience repeated itself when the government solicited citizens’ ideas with regard to the Open Government Directive. Despite broad participation, a substantial percentage of suggestions dealt with the release of President Obama’s “real” birth certificate or the assassination files of President John F. Kennedy. Id.

180 See Matthew J. Salganik, Peter S. Dodds & Duncan J. Watts, Experimental Study of Inequality and Unpredictability in an Artificial Cultural Market, 311 SCIENCE 854 (2006) (explaining the phenomenon in the context of ranking songs). A randomized list of ideas would be a better design choice in this context. This was implemented, for instance, at the Apps for Healthy Kids contest. See supra note 153.
public officials will not delegate genuine power to an unrepresentative platform that produces hollow results.

In fact, this is the catalyst of the e-participatory vicious cycle—inadequate institutional design of digital platforms leads to poor results in terms of the quantity and quality of e-participation; poor results compel lack of impact; lack of impact induces further mistrust in participatory mechanisms on the part of potential participants; mistrust grows into apathy and reluctance to participate, which lead, in turn, to poor performance of the e-participatory platforms. Apparently, what is left is a degree of cost-effectiveness: relatively inexpensive digital platforms that might, by accident, produce some original ideas.181

The next question is, then, what is the cause of such design choices. Was it a misunderstanding or lack of knowledge on the part of the developers? Is it a case of local government attempting to gain public approval and legitimation without sharing its powers? Is it an inherent disbelief in the possibility of authentic citizen participation and an attempt to benefit, from a consumerist perspective, from knowledge that is possessed by some citizens? While it is hardly possible to identify a single cause, I suggest that the following erroneous framework lies at the basis of governmental crowdsourcing.

3. Consumerist Deeds, Participatory Words

At a first glance, the current state of e-participation in American local government is puzzling. On the one hand, the initiatives discussed above demonstrate that the currently prevailing online patterns have little in common with participatory values. In the best case, these platforms only
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181 For a similar model of e-participation and largely similar results, see the digital platform launched in Washington, D.C. in May 2009. The platform targeted the question “do you live in/visit DC and have an idea or problem that can be solved through technology?” For a digest of the process, see APPSFORDEMOCRACY, http://www.appsfordemocracy.org/apps-for-democracy-citizen-insights-summary (last visited Feb. 1, 2011). See also a platform which encouraged participants to suggest ideas for the improvement of the St. Louis County Crime Incident Map. CRIME INCIDENT MAP FORUM, http://StLouisCo.UserVoice.com/forums/29842-crime-incident-map (last visited Feb. 1, 2011). An identical model for soliciting innovative ideas from citizens was adopted on a larger scale by numerous U.S. federal agencies. The e-participatory platform chosen by these agencies relies on the software “IdeaScale,” which ambitiously declares that it “empowers communities to drive innovation.” Similarly to the Seattle example, the platform allows citizens to post ideas, vote them up or down, and leave comments. As of December 2010, twenty-four agencies relied on IdeaScale to satisfy the requirements of the Open Government Directive. For the complete list, see HOWTO.GOV, http://www.usa.gov/webcontent/open/engagementtool.shtml (last visited Feb. 1, 2011).
satisfy some consumerist functions. On the other hand, the architects of these initiatives frequently refer to their participatory values and their potential to give “Americans the chance to participate in government deliberations and decision-making in ways that were not possible only a few years ago.”

The discrepancy between the democratic theory of participation, its implementation online, and the surrounding rhetoric is caused by the fact that the architects of digital platforms mistakenly apply the terminology of participatory democracy to an unrelated phenomenon. Instead of bringing to life the participatory vision of cities, as their rhetoric suggests, they in fact follow the consumerist model of city-citizen relations.

The traditional basis for the consumerist model relies on the assumption that services and public goods are best provided by local political units, and hence the primary function of a city is to provide services and public goods that satisfy the preferences of its residents. Crowdsourced digital platforms offer a unique twist to this conception. These initiatives rely on the logic of open-source economic production, according to which “users of products and services... are increasingly able to innovate for themselves. User-centered innovation processes offer great advantages over the manufacturer-centric innovation development systems that have been the mainstay of commerce for hundreds of years.”

Following Hayek’s theory of unevenly distributed knowledge in society, empirical studies suggest that in many industries consumers are indeed the originators of the most helpful innovations. According to this approach, consumers are well positioned to produce innovations, as their needs and
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182 The Plan for Science, Technology and Innovation for a New Generation, BARACK OBAMA.COM, http://www.barackobama.com/issues/technology/index_campaign.php (last visited Feb. 6, 2011) (as presented during Obama's presidential campaign). Similar patterns can be observed in the Road Map for the Digital City that was introduced by the city of New York in spring 2011. N.Y.C., ROAD MAP FOR THE DIGITAL CITY: ACHIEVING NEW YORK CITY’S DIGITAL FUTURE (Spring 2011), available at http://www.nyc.gov/html/media/media/PDF/90dayreport.pdf. The Road Map focuses on digital tools for better service provision, information collection from citizens, and governmental crowdsourcing that resembles the Apps for Democracy initiative. However, its rhetoric is participatory: it states that its mission is to “create a healthier civil society and stronger democracy” and “enable citizen-centric, collaborative government” in New York City. Id. at 5, 34.


184 See supra text accompanying notes 135-36.
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preferences change well before manufacturers realize it. This process of innovation has been dubbed “democratizing,” as “[u]sers that innovate can develop exactly what they want, rather than relying on manufacturers to act as their (often very imperfect) agents. Moreover, individual users do not have to develop everything they need on their own: they can benefit from innovations developed and freely shared by others.”

Inspired by this revolutionary perception of economic production, architects of digital platforms have applied it unchanged to the domain of government. This course of action can be nicely exemplified by Tim O’Reilly, a renowned open source activist, who suggests that we perceive government as a platform for innovation, or a bazaar “where the community itself exchanges goods and services.” O’Reilly explains that as a platform provider, the goal of the government is to create “core applications that demonstrate the power of the platform and inspire outside developers to push the platform even further.” In a similar vein, Beth Noveck, one of the architects of the Open Government Memorandum and Directive, explains that “[t]he bureaucrat in Washington often lacks access to the right information or to the expertise necessary to make sense of a welter of available information.” Digital initiatives should therefore “help government do its job better by bringing better information to the institution.” Hence, following the open source production logic, architects of online platforms attempt to improve governmental performance by relying on citizens’ ability “to innovate for themselves.” Since “everyone has something to offer,” the goal of digital municipal initiatives is “to design programs and supporting infrastructure that enable
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‘we the people’ to do most of the work.” Thus, instead of paying large fees to private contractors or developing internal capacities, the government “crowdsources” some of its functions to the public (and sometimes even pays contributors small amounts of money). As the examples above suggested, these “functions” may be professional programming skills or simply ideas for innovation (which rely on common rather than professional knowledge).

This seems to be the precise point of mismatch between open source production and citizen participation. Digital municipal initiatives that have roots in the open source innovation concept treat citizens as “repositories” of professional skills, expertise, or common knowledge who can help government perform a certain task better. In most cases, citizens are not invited to take part in the formulation of the policy problem, but only in its effective implementation and realization on the ground (e.g., how to represent municipal data in the most accessible and helpful manner). In other cases, such as Ideas for Seattle, municipal authorities supposedly solicit policy suggestions, but in fact they do not encourage the production of balanced, thoughtful, and nuanced contributions. All that these platforms allow citizens to do is bring to the surface unsatisfactory matters that they encounter as part of their daily urban experience. In such circumstances, it is not surprising that sketchy and undeveloped ideas that are not representative of the general population and lack evidentiary basis do not produce any formal impact.

In fact, the architects of digital municipal platforms in the United States shifted the core of citizen participation from engaging in deliberation (and sometimes decision-making) over the substance of public policies to suggesting ideas for effective problem-solving and implementing predetermined policies and goals. As part of the “collaborative democracy” concept, Noveck argues that “when a policy problem is divided into smaller parts, so that it can be distributed and worked on by collaborative teams, the drive toward openness and innovation begins.” But what do innovative solutions to official policy problems have to do with citizen participation in a democracy? Noveck explains that the
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practices of government are increasingly disconnected from technological innovation and the opportunity to realize greater citizen participation—and therefore more expert information—in government. At the very least, this means that government institutions are not working as well as they might, producing declining rates of trust in government. . . . At the very worst, there is a crisis of legitimacy. 194

However, citizen participation is not (or at least not only) about providing expert information to the government. Rather, it is about empowerment, self-expression, individual and community values, and a democratic pursuit of one’s beliefs and goals. It therefore seems dubious that declining rates of trust in government can be redressed by soliciting expert information, professional skills, and innovative ideas from citizens, or relying on crowdsourcing for an effective implementation of governmental policies.

This current official approach to digital technology impels cities and citizens to take turns as providers and consumers of goods and services. At one point, the city provides services and information to citizens, who are supposed to consume them without questioning or taking part in decisions over policies that led to the adoption of these services. Then the roles shift, and the city becomes a consumer to whom citizens provide information and useful professional services. Leaving aside moral disagreements, conflicting values, and contradictory preferences, this approach flattens and reduces democratic participation to the need of “getting the job done.” Indeed, when a governmental policy is finalized and publicly accepted, citizens’ input into its realization can be valuable. But the aims of participatory democracy are larger than this: it seeks to empower citizens to engage in deliberations and decision making over the values, preferences, conflicts, and choices that shape their lives. Initiatives that rely on participatory rhetoric but skip over participatory needs and requirements are both ineffective and deceptive. Moreover, implementing the consumerist model in domains characterized by moral conflict and high personal stakes is likely to reinforce and exacerbate all the troubles associated with citizen participation in general and e-participation in particular.

A plausible response to this critique is that even if the current crowdsourcing practices fail the criteria for strong democratic participation, they surely improve and facilitate

194 Id. at 34.
municipal provision of services and thus do no harm. However, the danger of these practices is in their political framing and the rhetoric that lies in their basis. The designers of these initiatives do not present them as one interactive channel among many. Envisioning government as a simple platform, O'Reilly also declares that “[p]articipation means true engagement with citizens in the business of government, and actual collaboration with citizens in the design of government programs.” Presenting crowdsourcing of professional skills or solicitation of innovative ideas as a “true engagement” of citizens in the design of policy is at the very least disturbing. This rhetoric—also used in the presidential Open Government Memorandum—creates social frames that may deeply affect citizens’ perception of democracy. Such frames can “embed themselves in social behavior and material culture, [and] fundamentally alter people’s perceptions of what is real in the world around them.” Hence, not only does crowdsourcing fail to educate citizens in the values of participatory democracy, but it conveys the message that there is no difference between innovative market production and participatory governance.

In sum, American digital initiatives are failing to enhance the most central aspect of democracy. Local governments should not ignore this fact, but endeavor to fare well on both consumerist and participatory axes. A possible response to this call for action is that participatory ideals simply cannot be realized online. Stemming from the perception that the internet recreates “politics as usual,” this approach would maintain that we should expect nothing transformative from digital technologies. Crowdsourcing is therefore the best we can get. This position is certainly plausible, but it can be countered with successful counter-examples. Hence, the purpose of the

---

195 O'Reilly, supra note 187, at 25.

The effects of framing are widely recognized and explored in a variety of academic disciplines. The classic book in this area is Goffman’s Frame Analysis. ERVING GOFFMAN, FRAME ANALYSIS: AN ESSAY ON THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EXPERIENCE (1974). For cognitive psychology, see, for example, Amos Tversky & Daniel Kahneman, The Framing of Decisions and the Psychology of Choice, 211 SCIENCE 453 (1981); for communication and media studies, see, for example, Dietram A. Scheufele, Framings as a Theory of Media Effects, 49 J. COMMUN. 103 (1999); Zhongdang Pan & Gerald M. Kosicki, Framing Analysis: An Approach to News Discourse, 10 POLIT. COMMUN. 55 (1993); for political science, see DONALD A. SCHON & MARTIN REIN, FRAME REFLECTION: TOWARD THE RESOLUTION OF INTRACTABLE POLICY CONTROVERSIES (1994).
next Part is to present some promising usages of digital technologies for genuinely participatory purposes.

IV. E-PARTICIPATION: FROM THEORY TO REALITY?

The ideal of e-participation envisions “horizontal” relations, in which municipal authorities share power with citizens, and citizens acquire authentic decision-making responsibilities in agenda setting, resource allocation, policy decisions, and collaborative problem solving. This model satisfies in full the evaluative criteria delineated above: inclusive and representative participation that allows weak social groups to be heard; transparent procedures of decision making coupled with accessible, graspable, and balanced information; thoughtful and meaningful deliberation; authentic and reliable opportunities to affect policies; and lastly, cost-effectiveness. No doubt, this description creates an idyllic picture that can rarely be brought to life. Moreover, given that the vast majority of digital participatory platforms are still in their infancy, it would be unfair to evaluate their performance based on a demanding theoretical epitome. There are also practical difficulties associated with the evaluation of existing platforms: cumulative knowledge about what succeeds and what fails is not large enough, and hence outcomes are often inconclusive and mixed. However, several years into the beginning of e-participatory experiments, it is already possible to assess trends and directions.

In the American municipal context, as discussed above, digital patterns fare reasonably well on the consumerist axis, but perform poorly on the participatory one. Hence, in order to eliminate the “lack of alternatives” defense of crowdsourcing, it can be helpful to learn from successful digital practices in other countries. The following sections highlight three categories of e-participatory initiatives—participatory budgeting, urban planning, and policy consultations—that are currently practiced in several German cities.197 While these initiatives do not perfectly fulfill the evaluative criteria, they are progressing in a positive direction and may offer some illuminating insights.

197 The cities discussed below were chosen due to the promising features of their e-participatory platforms. These platforms do not represent the general state of e-participation or e-government in Germany, which is beyond the scope of this article. The discussion in these sections is based on in-depth interviews conducted by the author in Germany in December 2010.
for the institutional design of future e-participatory platforms in American cities.

A. Online Participatory Budgeting

The practice of engaging citizens in the design of a municipal budget enjoys considerable support in a growing number of cities across the world. The municipal budget affects citizens’ daily life and immediate environment in myriad ways and the participatory value of these endeavors is therefore conspicuous. This framework allows a close examination of the annual budget, encourages citizens to collaboratively develop and express their preferences, and opens up opportunities to affect the allocation of resources.

The institutional design of online participatory budgeting platforms differs from case to case, according to the political goals of the initiative’s architects. While the ambitious projects may delegate to citizens substantial powers of resource allocation, the modest initiatives simply offer participants better opportunities to be heard by municipal authorities. The examples that are discussed below—Berlin-Lichtenberg, Cologne, and Freiburg—represent three variations of online participatory budgeting, each emphasizing distinct participatory criteria.

1. Berlin-Lichtenberg

Berlin-Lichtenberg is a borough in eastern Berlin, consisting of thirteen districts and 251,000 residents. The online participatory budgeting project in the borough—the oldest of its kind in Europe—was the personal initiative of the mayor of Lichtenberg.


with the goal of promoting mutual agreement in policy decisions, achieving effective and fair budgeting, enhancing transparency, and educating citizens about financial matters. The online platform allows citizens to express and discuss their preferences with regard to budgetary fields that are under the discretion of the borough council (e.g., maintenance of parks and libraries, support for children and adolescents, cultural services, care of senior citizens, sports, and schools for continuing education). For each discretionary field, the borough council prepares a brochure that explains the structure of the budget and the nature of the services provided by the borough in the field.

Citizens are invited to take advantage of two major participatory channels, online and offline. First, an online platform that operates for several weeks allows citizens to discuss budgetary questions, develop their suggestions for matters that should be included in the budget, and then vote for the best proposals. The online platform for the budget of 2012 (operated in 2010) also contained a map of the borough, which allows participants to tag their suggestions to specific municipal bodies or services that are marked on the map. The platform features a detailed information section and a moderated discussion forum. Participation online is open to all and thus based on self-selection. Additionally, the borough council conducts thirteen face-to-face citizen assemblies (one in each district), held in the presence of borough council representatives, at which citizens discuss the general budget and its specific implications for their districts, develop budgetary suggestions and vote for them. At the end of the process ten ideas that receive the highest ranking online and

---

200 The initiative was stimulated by a regulation, passed in the Parliament of Berlin in 2005, requiring the boroughs of Berlin to consult with their residents on all matters concerning the borough (Fünftes Gesetz zur Änderung der Verfassung von Berlin, vom 28. Juni 2005 [the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution of Berlin] (GVBI. S. 346) [sec. 346]). While participatory budgeting was not an explicit part of the regulation, the existence of a conducive legal framework enabled the mayor to push her initiative forward; see also Interview with the Mayor, supra note 199.


202 Lichtenberg Report, supra note 201, at 16-34.

203 See Participatory Budgeting Lichtenberg 2012, supra note 199.

204 Lichtenberg Report, supra note 201, at 12; see also Carsten Herzberg, Participation and Modernisation: Participatory Budgeting in Germany: The Example of Berlin-Lichtenberg (2010) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author).
five suggestions that received the majority of votes in each of the district assemblies are chosen (overall, seventy-five suggestions).\footnote{Lichtenberg Report, supra note 201, at 15.}

As both the online forum and citizen assemblies are based on largely unsolicited and self-selected participation, they cannot be considered fully representative.\footnote{In 2005, around 4000 citizens participate in the different formats of the projects. Participants online were mostly young and mid-aged male citizens of up to fifty years old, with a relatively high level of education. See Joanne Caddy, Tiago Peixoto & Mary McNeil, Beyond Public Scrutiny: Stocktaking of Social Accountability in OECD Countries 74 (World Bank Institute Working Papers, 2007), http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/43/3/38983242.pdf.} Hence, after the completion of the online phase and the assembly meetings the borough council carries out a large survey of 25,000 randomly selected residents (around ten percent of the borough population) to evaluate and rank the 75 suggestions.\footnote{Lichtenberg Report, supra note 201, at 15.} Then, nearly forty suggestions that received the majority of votes in the survey are brought to the borough council.\footnote{Id.} The formal mandate of the council is to consider and include all “realizable and fundable” suggestions in the annual budget.\footnote{Id.} Reportedly, over ninety percent of the vote-winning suggestions have been implemented over the years.\footnote{Id.} As part of the process, each suggestion that is discussed by the council receives an individual “tracking number,” allowing citizens to closely monitor online the status of their contributions. Upon the conclusion of the yearly participatory budget, the borough publishes a detailed brochure with the outcomes of the process, listing proposals that have been accepted, explaining how and when they will be implemented, and providing a detailed reasoning for the rejected ones.\footnote{Among nearly 1400 suggestions that were made by citizens as part of the participatory budgeting process between 2007 and 2009, 113 suggestions were sent to the borough council and 105 of them were implemented. See Flyer Bürgerhaushalt 2012—Deutsch [The Participatory Budgeting Brochure 2012—German], (2010) http://www.buergerhaushalt-lichtenberg.de/site/pictures/bueha_flyer_deu2012.pdf (Ger.); Interview with the Mayor, supra note 199.}

\footnote{According to the Mayor, the most common cause for rejecting a suggestion is a negative previous experience with it. Interview with the Mayor, supra note 199. Some of the implemented suggestions for the 2008 participatory budget include: making the school for continuing education handicapped accessible; planting trees in several locations in the borough, appointing a coordinator for children’s and adolescents’ civic education; transferring most of the city youth recreational facilities to private non-for-profit organizations and hence cutting administrative costs; and providing libraries with literature in Vietnamese. See Lichtenberg Report, supra note 201, at 38-39.}
The application of the evaluative participatory criteria to the Lichtenberg initiative reveals a hopeful participatory picture. The transparency and impact criteria constitute the most effective part of the project. The formal assignment of tracking numbers that allow citizens to monitor the decision-making process is a promising tool. The structured information and detailed brochures that are provided in the beginning and the end of the process score high on the transparency requirement as well. Moreover, the high rate of approved suggestions and the project’s sustainability (it has been ongoing since 2005), are all positive factors that point both to the initiative’s impact and also its cost-effectiveness. Inclusiveness is positive as well. As online forums are not necessarily representative, the borough organizes face-to-face citizen assemblies in each of its districts in an attempt to enhance equal participation. The list of top-voted online and assembly suggestions is narrowed down and ranked as part of a large-scale survey before it is sent to the borough council. While this mechanism is impressive, it is still not perfect. The absence of proactive mechanisms to engage underprivileged groups in the discussion phase (and not only in ranking predefined suggestions) indicates that the resulting ideas might not be as inclusive and representative as they could be. Further, while online participation rate has been increasing over the years, it has not been exorbitant. Lastly, while the online discussion forum and citizen assemblies are lightly moderated, more could be done to enhance the deliberative quality of the online process (instead of simply allowing participants to make budgetary suggestions and others to comment on them).

2. Cologne

Another promising example of online participatory budgeting is Cologne, a city of 1 million residents. Cologne first experimented with online participatory platforms in 2007 (with regard to the city budget of 2008) and repeated the project in 2010 (for the budget of 2011). In 2007, the city council selected three fields to be discussed as part of the initiative: streets, paths, and open areas; green spaces; and sports. More than 10,000 citizens participated and posted nearly 5000 suggestions during a four-week online discussion. Participants evaluated suggestions via “pro” and “con” comments or votes. In order to make suggestions in different areas more visible, a “tagging” system of topics classification was incorporated. The 100 top-voted proposals in each of the three fields (a total of 300 suggestions) were eventually presented to the city council and sent to various municipal agencies: all district councils of Cologne, financial committees, advisory committees, etc. The decisions of these bodies on each suggestion (approved, unanimously approved, or rejected) and their reasoning were posted on the online platform following the text of each suggestion and its accompanying comments. The city council was in charge of the final decision. The following were among the approved and implemented proposals: reconstruction of an intersection that caused traffic jams in the city, repair of bike paths, optimization of night traffic lights, renewal of benches in parks, planting of new trees, improvement of lighting on running tracks, maintenance of indoor pools, and more. In 2009, the city council of Cologne

---


214 Although the municipality offered several channels for participation—online platform, call center, and regular mail and email, 85 percent of the budget suggestions were submitted via the online platform. Blauhut, *supra* note 213.

215 See, for example, the proposal on redistribution of the proceeds of FC Köln’s stadium (the local soccer team), in which different municipal bodies expressed diverging reasons for the rejection of the proposal. A. Rondorf, *FC-Millionen Kürzen [FC’s Million Cut]*, STADT KÖLN [CITY OF COLOGNE] (Feb. 11, 2007, 11:33 PM), https://buergerhaushalt.stadt-koeln.de/2008/discoursemachine.php?id_viewback=1&menucontext=&page=detail&id_item=4149&pagestart= (Feb. 11, 2007) (Ger.).

decided that the themes for the next online participatory budgeting would be “education” and “environment.”

Similarly to the Berlin-Lichtenberg participatory budgeting experience, Cologne excels in the transparency and impact criteria. Transparency is particularly strong in Cologne due to the abundance of budgetary information and the publication of the positions of various municipal agencies on each suggestion. Impact is positive as a number of proposals were implemented. However, the major problem with Cologne’s initiative is lack of inclusiveness and deliberation. Participation is self-selected and, when the discussed matters bear significant redistributive potential, the outcomes of the process may exacerbate existing inequalities and skew municipal decision making and resource allocation. If municipal resources are invested in one venue, it inevitably means that fewer funds are directed toward others. In such occasions, a high score on the impact criterion becomes problematic, since it provides an effective channel of influence to the better-off citizens of Cologne. This factor may be particularly pertinent for the themes of “education” and “environment” that are on the agenda for the 2010 participatory budgeting initiative. Lack of deliberation may further aggravate the problem, as participants who attempt to promote specific causes are not actively challenged by exposure to alternative viewpoints.

3. Freiburg

A better fulfillment of the inclusiveness and deliberation criteria can be found in the online participatory budgeting project in the city of Freiburg. The city’s performance is less notable in terms of the impact opportunities provided to participants though. In Freiburg, a city of 200,000 residents, the online participatory budgeting project was initiated by the city council against the backdrop of a deepening city debt. Its main purpose was to allow citizens to express their budgetary preferences and suggest in which fields spending can be cut

217 Proposals have not yet been selected for implementation. See Kölner Bürgerhaushalt 2010 [Cologne’s Participatory Budgeting 2010], STADT KÖLN [CITY OF COLOGNE] (2010), https://buergerhaushalt.stadt-koeln.de/2010/index.php (Ger.). Among leading proposals are calls to increase the number of youth centers in the city, improve the hygiene of restrooms in a specific elementary school, modernize the equipment of certain gyms or schools, stop the program to enhance the industrial zone in one of the districts, operate more night buses; and expand bike paths. Id. Nearly 11,000 participants took part in the initiative and posted more than 1250 proposals. Id.
In order to ensure diverse and equal participation, the architects of the initiative engaged two groups of citizens: a group of self-selected participants, who wished to take part in the platform; and a group of 700 individuals, randomly selected to match the sociodemographic distribution of Freiburg and formally invited to participate in the online discourse. In order to further equalize the participants’ pool, specific measures were taken to attract female participation. The online channel was also complemented by a series of face-to-face events, which allowed additional groups to contribute to the debate.

Participants were provided with extensive materials regarding the budget and could discuss their concerns and ideas with public officials and experts who were available on the platform. As part of the moderated online forum, participants were encouraged to discuss and develop specific budgetary suggestions using collaborative wiki-style writing tools. Citizens were also requested to create individual budgetary plans relying on an online “budget calculator” and explain their budgetary preferences and choices.

The Freiburg online participatory budget impressively satisfied some of the evaluative criteria. It stressed

---


The e-participatory budget project, which lasted for four weeks, attracted 1863 registered participants, who made 757 posts on the online platform and created 1291 budgetary plans (914 of them were accompanied by comments or reasons). See Freiburg Report, supra note 218, at 7-8.


220 See Freiburg Report, supra note 218, at 18-24.

221 See Freiburg Report, supra note 218, at 7. Sixteen wiki-suggestions were eventually developed. See id. at 45-74. The suggestions addressed issues such as street cleaning, public transportation, public financing of the city theater, improving city schools, improving opportunities for the disabled, and more. See id.

222 Id. at. These discussions and personal budgets demonstrated, for example, that participants supported a reduction of up to 23 percent in the funds invested in tourism and economic development and a decrease of up to 19 percent in the budget for urban development and construction. Rather, they preferred an increase of 24 percent in resources invested in education and an increase of 13 percent in funds invested in public transportation. Id. at 16-17. Additionally, with regard to spending cuts, participants supported the privatization of certain publicly-managed city services, such as theaters, recreational facilities, and more. Id. at 56-57.
inclusiveness and representativeness of participants by including a large group of randomly selected participants and attempting to draw to the discussion underrepresented groups. It also provided participants with access to extensive and helpful information. Deliberative quality was an important achievement as well: the platform employed trained moderators who helped enhance the level of the discussion, produce eloquent proposals, lower the entry barriers, and ensure a balanced representation of opinions. However, the Achilles heel of the initiative, in contrast to the previous examples, was the lack of a trackable impact over the actual city budget. The fact that the city council did not provide participants with formal channels to affect political decisionmaking or even guarantee that their suggestions would be seriously considered was a major cause of disappointment for participants. Likewise, while the city council was reportedly pleased with the cost-effectiveness of the project, it is difficult to assess it without further information about the implementation of the suggestions (which was not provided).

* * *

In sum, while the online participatory budgeting experience of Berlin-Lichtenberg, Cologne, and Freiburg is not flawless from a participatory perspective, these initiatives can surely provide helpful insights for future endeavors of this sort. For instance, online participatory budgeting projects can borrow from Freiburg the design elements that enhance inclusiveness and deliberation, but rely on the transparency and impact mechanisms that were implemented in Berlin-Lichtenberg or Cologne. As digital participatory initiatives are still in their infancy, there are vast opportunities for experimentation with a variety of design choices, some of which can be borrowed from the practices discussed above.

B. Online Urban Planning

Urban planning has been traditionally conceived as an appealing field for citizen participation. First, the effect of urban planning on citizens is often immediate and direct, and thus it is particularly important to ensure citizens’ involvement

---

223 Luehrs Interview, supra note 218.
224 Id.
in planning decisions. This factor enhances citizens’ incentives to invest time and effort in participation, and also facilitates the implementation of the plan and strengthens its legitimacy.\footnote{225} Further, citizens often possess valuable information and knowledge of the relevant geographic locations that may not be otherwise available to public officials.\footnote{226} Citizen participation can also perform an important monitoring function in this context. In light of the ample financial opportunities often associated with planning and real estate, the possibility of private interests capturing public officials is notably worrisome, and citizens may guard against this danger. Lastly, reliance on digital technologies can be particularly advantageous in urban planning, since online visualization considerably simplifies the debate over complex architectural questions.\footnote{227}

The following example from Hamburg demonstrates how digital technology facilitates participatory planning initiatives. While this initiative does not fully satisfy the criteria for e-participation, it possesses promising participatory features that may be helpful for future e-participatory endeavors of this sort in the United States.

Hamburg\footnote{228}

The Domplatz (Cathedral Square) online discussion was initiated following years of political debate and continuing disagreement as to the fate of the historic site located in the heart of the city.\footnote{229} In 2007, as a measure of last resort, the

\footnote{225 See, e.g., Raymond J. Burby, Making Plans that Matter: Citizen Involvement and Government Action, 69 J. AM. PLAN. ASSN 33 (2003).}
\footnote{227 Malgorzata Hanzl, Information Technology as a Tool for Public Participation in Urban Planning: A Review of Experiments and Potentials, 28 DESIGN STUD. 289 (2007).}
\footnote{228 The following description is based on Bericht zur Hamburger Online-Diskussion “Neugestaltung des Hamburger Domplatzes” [Report on the Hamburg Online Discussion: Redesign of the Cathedral Square in Hamburg], HAMBURG-DOMPLATZ.DE (2007), http://www.hamburg-domplatz.de (Ger.) [hereinafter Hamburg Report]; Luehrs Interview, supra note 218; and an Interview with Renate Mitterhuber, Head, E-Government Dep’t, City of Hamburg, in Hamburg, Ger. (Dec. 7, 2010) [hereinafter Mitterhuber Interview].}
\footnote{229 The cathedral that occupied the Domplatz since the middle ages was demolished in the nineteenth century, and the site was taken for school buildings. These
Senate of Hamburg decided to engage Hamburg’s residents in the Domplatz planning.

The Domplatz online discussion was carried out during three weeks and was structured around three phases. The first stage consisted of an open brainstorming of ideas on what should be the character of the site (mainly, should it be constructed or not). At the end of this stage, moderators created two sub-forums that focused on the major ideas that were brought up by participants—one subforum dealing with suggestions about open space and the other with construction ideas. At the second stage, participants were invited to discuss and collaboratively develop concrete design proposals under these two categories. At the end of each day, professional moderators drafted a summary of the discussion. Participants were provided with extensive cartographic materials (aerial photos, city maps, property boundaries, etc.) and could also take advantage of online Q&A sessions with politicians, public figures, and architects. Design suggestions were developed by participants (with the help of moderators) using collaboratively-edited documents (wikis), which all had four fields: description, design, purpose, and implementation & financing. Participants were also encouraged to collaboratively create visual designs for the site, using the planning tools available on the platform.

By the end of the discussion, fifty-one visual designs and twenty-seven detailed wiki-suggestions were on the table. The buildings were heavily damaged during World War II and had to be completely torn down. Since then, the Domplatz has been empty or used as a parking lot. Several attempts to rebuild the site have failed for various reasons. Most recently, city authorities held a competition to design on the site a mixed-use building which would contain a library, apartments, and offices. The winning design raised a considerable wave of criticism from the media, politicians, and architects, and was subsequently abandoned. See Hamburg Report, supra note 228, at 4-5; Hanno Rauterberg, Ein Nichts für 40 Millionen [Getting Nothing for 40 Million], ZEIT ONLINE [TIME ONLINE] (Ger.), Feb. 16, 2006, http://www.zeit.de/2006/08/Dom-Architektur; Gisela Schüte, Kleinster Nenner [Smallest Denominator], DIE WELT ONLINE [THE WORLD ONLINE] (Ger.), June 21, 2006, http://www.welt.de/print-welt/article224367/Kleinster_Nenner.html.

The discussion attracted 285 registered users who made nearly 1000 posts. See Hamburg Report, supra note 228, at 10.

Under the sub-forum of “open space,” wikis suggested establishing on the Domplatz site an archaeological park, specialties market, green oasis, pedestrian zone, info park for tourists, and more. Discussants of the “construction” sub-forum offered to erect on the site a Domforum, museum, culture hall, marketplace, central library, and more. See id at 11-12.

For examples of such summaries, see Zusammenfassungen [Summaries], http://www.hamburg-domplatz.de/page194.html (Ger.) (last visited Apr. 20, 2011).

See Hamburg Report, supra note 228, at 10-12.
third stage was dedicated to evaluations and ranking of the wiki-proposals. The leading suggestion was to create on the site a “green oasis” that would commemorate the history of the city, followed by proposals to create a “skylink” or an exhibition site. The wiki-suggestions and their rankings were presented to the Hamburg Senate. Although implementation was not guaranteed ex-ante, the Senate adopted the participants’ first choice and a green oasis can now be seen in the Domplatz.

The main strength of this urban planning project was its deliberative quality—attentive moderation and design choices that induced participants to interact with public officials, deliberate with other participants, and collaborate in developing proposals. The persuasive force acquired by the initiative was due to the eloquence of participants’ suggestions and designs. Transparency and impact were largely positive as well. Participants were provided with abundant information that was represented in an accessible manner, and had the opportunity to consult with experts and public officials. The rules and procedures of the process were clear from the outset, though the formal status of the initiative was not clearly defined. Likewise, while the outcomes of the online discussion eventually affected the decision-making process, and the Hamburg Senate adopted the participants’ choice, ex-ante impact guarantees were not provided. Moreover, as the Senate approved the participants’ preference and engaged in other online urban discussions following the Domplatz experience, it is plausible to conclude that the initiative proved cost-effective.

The major weakness of the platform was its lack of inclusiveness. Although the moderators attempted to lower the entry barriers to the discussion, participation was self-selected.

---

234 See id.


236 Luehrs Interview, supra note 218; Mitterhuber Interview, supra note 228; see also Planer Stellen Sich den Fragen der Hamburger [Planners Pay Attention to the Questions of Hamburg Residents], HAMBURGER ABENDBLATT (Ger.), Nov. 7, 2007, http://www.abendblatt.de/hamburg/article887750/Planer-stellen-sich-den-Fragen-der-Hamburger.html.
and unrepresentative, and participation rates were low. The topic mostly attracted Hamburger residents from the age groups of 30-44 (thirty-nine percent of participants) and 45-64 (thirty-seven percent of participants). Eighty percent of participants—a highly unrepresentative figure—declared that they completed or were pursuing a university degree. See Hamburg Report, supra note 228, at 8.


C. Online Social Policy Consultations

Policy consultations are a natural domain for online participatory initiatives and they may cover a wide variety of issues. Depending on their institutional design, online social policy consultations may call attention to topics that are under the public radar, offer participants opportunities to better understand and develop their preferences, and improve the living conditions in a city. However, consultations may also serve narrow and parochial political interests of public officials, certain dominant participants, or aggressive marginal groups that attempt to compel adoption of their preferences. Indeed, while consultations are the most widespread form of e-participation, most of them repeat the vicious cycle discussed earlier, serving public officials as tools of legitimation and replicating the aimless “talking without listening” pattern. The following examples demonstrate that this syndrome can be avoided, at least with regard to deliberative quality and transparency.

1. Munich

In an attempt to revitalize Munich and develop policies that would encourage young families to reside in the city, the city council initiated in 2006 a public discussion on the “family and children” policy. The goal of the discussion was to improve existing city policies and shape novel ones that would be more attuned to citizens’ preferences. The city council organized several offline public hearings and “information
days” throughout the year, where citizens could discuss the issue with officials and experts.\footnote{Munich Report, supra note 238, at 6.}

The online part of the consultative process consisted of three stages.\footnote{The online consultation lasted for three weeks in May 2006; 316 registered participants and over 7800 unique visitors took part in the online discussion, posted 1500 comments and developed thirty-six specific improvement suggestions. Munich Report, supra note 238, at 12.} First, self-selected participants were encouraged to identify all essential aspects and priority areas related to family and children policies in Munich. At the end of this stage, professional moderators created four specific subforums according to the topics raised by participants: “support & education,” “leisure & play,” “housing,” and “transport.”\footnote{See Munich Report, supra note 238, at 12-26.} Then, participants were invited to discuss in greater depth questions related to the chosen topics. The aim of the discussion was to develop concrete and well-rounded policy suggestions, which would take into consideration all relevant factors and provide an implementation strategy. To make the discussion more informed and up-to-date, several online consultations with experts and city council representatives were organized.\footnote{See id. at 12.}

Toward the end of this stage, moderators compiled the ideas that were brought up in each subforum into collaborative documents (wikis), and invited participants to revise and expand them. Eventually, the process yielded thirty-six wiki-proposals, each consisting of a description of the policy suggestion, implementation strategies, and obstacles.\footnote{See id. at 29-82.} The third stage allowed participants to wrap up their ideas and rank the wiki-proposals according to their importance, urgency, and quality. The resulting high-ranked proposals addressed childcare facilities, reduction of dog waste in parks, and provision of healthy school food.\footnote{Interestingly, while thirty-five of the thirty-six wiki-proposals were consensual, the issue of child vaccination raised conflicting arguments for and against vaccination. The final wiki-document reflected the opposing arguments and contained suggestions and implementation strategies offered by both sides. See id. at 29-77.} Upon the completion of the public consultation stage, the city council of Munich introduced

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{See id. at 29-82. Proposals dealt with issues as diverse as establishing centralized childcare services and day schools, promoting language skills and music lessons for children, improving vaccination facilities, family-friendly public transportation and safety, financial support for single parents, healthy school food and family-friendly restaurants, renovating playground facilities for children, methods to deal with dog waste, and more. See id. at 29-77. Interestingly, while thirty-five of the thirty-six wiki-proposals were consensual, the issue of child vaccination raised conflicting arguments for and against vaccination. The final wiki-document reflected the opposing arguments and contained suggestions and implementation strategies offered by both sides. See id. at 29-82.} Over 600 individual votes were cast overall. Id. at 15.
\end{itemize}
the “Guidelines on Children and Family Policy,” containing several programs that tackled concerns raised by participants in the online discussion. For instance, one of the “key projects” initiated by the city council was dedicated to childcare facilities, highlighted as the primary concern of online participants.245

Similarly to the Hamburg example, deliberative quality was the main strength of the initiative. The three stages of the online discussion seem to be an effective tool to strengthen a considerate and balanced development and expression of preferences. Moreover, the fact that participants had to discuss implementation strategies and obstacles as part of their suggestions induced them to deepen their contributions. Collaborative writing and summaries prepared by moderators were an important addition as well. The eloquence and comprehensiveness of the suggestions and their generalist orientation represented a positive feature that overcame the critique that online participants are “talking without listening” to each other. Transparency was largely served due to the abundance of the information provided and the availability of experts and consultants, but the platform rules and procedures and the formal status of the consultation were not clearly defined. Further, although the discussion surely carried a persuasive status (and the incorporation of some of the suggestions into the City Guidelines proves it), the city council retained full discretion as to the implementation of the recommendations. Citizens could not track their recommendations or monitor governmental actions with respect to the adoption and implementation of their suggestions, showing a lack of impact. Lastly, inclusiveness was weak as participation rates were far from impressive, and participants were self-selected and unrepresentative of the general population.246

245 See Landeshauptstadt München Sozialreferat [City Council of Munich, Soc. Servs.], Leitprojekt KinderTagesZentren KitZ [Lead Project Child Day Care Centers: CDCC], MUENCHEN.DE (2007), http://www.muenchen.de/Rathaus/soz/aktuell/familie/projekte/299960/kitz.html (Ger.). For the general guidelines, see Kinder- und Familienfreundliches München: Die Leitlinie [Child and Family Munich: The Guideline], MUENCHEN.DE (2007), http://www.muenchen.de/cms/prod1/mde_de/rubriken/Rathaus/85_soz/00_aktuell/familie/dat/leitlinie_familie_broschuere.pdf (Ger.). Consultations with regard to family-friendly policies were also undertaken in two other German cities—Hamburg (in 2005) and Berlin (in 2008). Similarly to Munich, the discussions were structured around three central phases—brainstorming, in-depth discussions, and consolidation. For further details about the projects, see Birgit Hohberg, Maren Lübcke & Rolf Lührs, Family Policies—A Promising Field of eParticipation, 7 Eur. J. EPRACTICE 1, 2-4 (2009). The design of these projects was similar to the design of the Munich consultation and, accordingly, their performance under the participatory criteria largely reflected Munich’s experience. Id.

246 See Munich Report, supra note 238, at 8-9. As in many online endeavors, the education level of participants was relatively high—more than two-thirds had university-level education. However, a different participatory bias was reversed in this
2. Bürger Forum 2011

As the examples of Hamburg (urban planning) and Munich (welfare policies) demonstrate, the criterion of inclusiveness presents a tough challenge for digital participatory initiatives. Even if the criteria of transparency, deliberative quality, and impact are fulfilled, participants’ lack of representativeness may lead to distorted outcomes and undermine their public legitimacy.

While this challenge is certainly difficult, appropriate design choices can help mitigate it. For instance, the Bürger Forum project, which was initiated by the former German President Horst Köhler and launched in the summer of 2010, is an example of online inclusiveness in practice. As part of the initiative, 400 citizens were randomly selected in twenty-five cities across Germany to discuss how to strengthen social cohesion and equal opportunities in a multicultural society. The selection process was performed with the help of a designated call center, which dialed randomly generated telephone numbers in each participating city. Once a person at the other end of the phone line agreed to participate in the forum, he or she was provided with all the necessary materials. The recruitment of participants continued until a statistically representative group was formed. Participants were then invited to take part in moderated online deliberations, divided into various subtopics, and develop their ideas over a period of eight weeks. Following the completion of the local phase, all participants (10,000 overall) are expected to engage in a nationwide online discussion, aiming to develop a coherent citizen agenda. The culmination of the initiative is planned for May 2011, when the citizen agenda will be presented to the German president.247 The project has only begun so it is impossible to analyze its performance. However, the idea of a
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247 Interview with Hans Hagedorn, Manager, Bürger Forum Project (Online Platform), in Berlin, Ger. (Dec. 9, 2010); see also Dan Jellinek, Online Debate Experiment to Unite 10,000 Random Citizens, 313 E-Gov’T BULL. (June 2010), http://www.headstar.com/egblive/?p=487; Press Release, Bertelsmann Found., Bundespräsident startet neues Project zur Bürgerbeteiligung [The President Launches a New Civic Project] (May 21, 2010), available at http://www.bertelsmannstiftung.de/cps/rde/xchg/bst/hs.xsl/nachrichten_101247.htm (Ger.).
random selection of participants can potentially mitigate the major weakness of the previously discussed initiatives.\textsuperscript{245}

D. Toward E-Participation in the United States?

The German models discussed above are certainly far from fully satisfying the ideal of democratic participation. Some initiatives do not ensure that participants are representative and thus might distort, at least to some degree, the outcomes of the process. Other projects do not place sufficient emphasis on the quality of deliberation or on the availability of structured impact opportunities. Participation rates are frequently disappointing as well. Indeed, these initiatives are still in their infancy (Berlin-Lichtenberg is the oldest, with just five years of experience). They make first and shaky steps, often stumble, experiment with various design choices, and often lead to unexpected results (for better or for worse). Surely, none of these initiatives serves as an exemplary model.

Yet, despite the imperfections, these endeavors represent an important tendency—they all progress in a direction that is largely absent from the American municipal landscape. They aim to engage citizens in municipal policymaking in a structured and relatively transparent manner. Rather than treating citizens as consumers who can potentially produce helpful innovations, these initiatives encourage citizens to take part in local governance—deciding upon resource allocation, collaboratively developing urban plans, or contributing to the design of social policies. Learning from previous successes and failures, these initiatives evolve and improve year by year, inducing more cities to join the effort and generate sustainable e-participatory practices.

Why is a similar course of affairs absent in the United States? Why do American municipalities adhere to a consumerist state of mind, virtually ignoring the participatory potential of digital technologies? The answer could be easy if digital technologies played a lesser role in American society: if municipalities were not extensively relying on digital tools in

\textsuperscript{245} It should also be noted that random selection may be combined with self-selection and thus allow broad participation which is balanced by an additional measure of inclusiveness. See, e.g., supra Part IV.A.3. The practice of random selection for deliberative forums has been developed and implemented in several occasions by James Fishkin and his colleagues, both in face-to-face and online settings. See FISHKIN, supra note 53. However, it has not yet been practiced formally on a municipal level in the United States, either offline or online.
their day-by-day work, if digital technology was not on the national agenda, if the United States was not a global hub for the development of digital technologies. However, since these limitations do not apply, what can explain the monopoly of consumerism in municipal digital platforms?

I suggest two possible explanations: a practical one and a conceptual one. On the practical side, the consumerist nature of digital practices in American municipalities may be the result of path dependency—a particular course of action that is hard to reverse once introduced. A contingent series of events may have shaped the contours of digital initiatives, leaving participatory features out of the picture. For instance, the officials responsible for digital technology may be part of the matter. In fact, the three individuals who are in charge of digital technology and information management in the Obama administration have been recently described as “a new brand of Silicon Valley-era, private-sector-minded managers recruited into the public sector.” Hence, it is hardly surprising that consumer satisfaction and private entrepreneurship are at the top of their agendas. Moreover, their explicit goal has been to “create government websites that are more like an Apple app store than the Department of Motor Vehicles . . . and to make accessing information more consumer-friendly.” The Apps for Democracy competition that was designed and led by Vivek Kundra, the current Chief Information Officer of the United States, is of course a notable example of this vision.

As part of a path dependency effect, the publicity for Apps for Democracy and the resulting endorsement of consumerist aspirations by the federal government (as manifested by the Open Government Directive) have led local governments across the country to implement corresponding practices. As discussed above, the misleading participatory rhetoric and pretensions are a major problem in this development. Path dependency exacerbates the issue, as “initial institutional decisions—even suboptimal ones—can
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249 See generally, e.g., Paul Pierson, Increasing Returns, Path Dependence, and the Study of Politics, 94 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 251 (2000).
250 Abby Phillip & Kim Hart, Bringing Government Up to Data, POLITICO (July 20, 2010 3:56 AM), http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0710/39939.html. The individuals are Vivek Kundra (Chief Information Officer), Jeffrey Zients (Chief Performance Officer), and Aneesh Chopra (Chief Technology Officer). Id. Vivek Kundra is also the former Chief Technology Officer of Washington, D.C., who initiated Apps for Democracy. See supra Part III.B.1.
251 Id.
become self-reinforcing over time.” Such initial choices “encourage the emergence of elaborate social and economic networks, greatly increasing the cost of adopting once-possible alternatives and therefore inhibiting exit.” Hence, the personal appointments and the initial consumerist orientation of the Obama administration’s project may lead to poor and hard-to-reverse participatory outcomes on the municipal level.

While path dependency surely plays an important role in the current trajectory of municipal digital endeavors, a broader conceptual explanation is also plausible. The consumerist orientation may stem, for instance, from a more general adversarial and contentious attitude toward popular participation in politics in the United States. American civic groups often operate as advocacy organizations, which serve clients rather than members. Instead of creating vast federations and recruiting members who would slowly climb the ladder of the association, these advocacy organizations rely on centralized and professional mechanisms of management, and largely abandon the grassroots local structure.

Civic causes are therefore being promoted via centralized and professional bodies that are located (both conceptually and geographically) close to governmental agencies and the media. As action is now in Washington, lawyers, lobbyists, and other professional staffers are seen as the key players in the political arena. Hence, members of these associations are likely to be regarded as “consumers with policy preferences,” rather than citizens who actively participate in policy making.
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257 Skocpol, supra note 255, at 494.
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Assuming that this account accurately reflects the current patterns of citizen participation in the United States, it sheds some light on American digital patterns. If both municipal officials and citizens are accustomed to a reality in which the major participants in policy making are advocacy groups, a mere introduction of new technologies cannot change the participatory equation. Hence, advocacy groups continue to play a central role in policy making, and digital technologies are only utilized to engage citizens in matters related to provision and improvement of municipal services. In order to affect policy making, citizens are therefore expected to join or independently organize into advocacy groups, without any governmental assistance or interference. Hence, while in the German cases presented above the municipality serves as a facilitator and catalyst of citizen participation in municipal affairs, the role that American local governments assume is substantially narrower. Rather than actively creating (or at least attempting to create) a virtual Agora, cities focus their digital efforts on the improvement of service and information provision.

These two factors—path dependency and political culture—may explain the current trajectory of the usage of digital technologies in American municipalities. The next question is, then, how to take a more participatory path at the current digital crossroads. To be sure, the existing consumerist progression should by no means be abolished. A satisfactory performance on the consumerism axis is important for any municipal governance (assuming that there are no misrepresentations as to the nature of the initiatives). However, it is particularly important to incorporate robust participatory patterns in the agenda of American cities before their digital practices become hard to reverse.

Given that the penetration of digital technologies into local governments has only started, the path dependency effect may not be strong yet. Moreover, even if the general political culture is not in favor of citizen participation, some notable offline municipal exceptions can serve as potential models. For instance, the city of Chicago has been operating an inclusive system of community policing and school reforms in its poorest
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As Sheila Jasanoff notes in the context of science regulation in the United States, there is an assumption that “disclosure and transparency are possible, and that people have the will, the means, and the competence to evaluate the claims and proofs presented to them.” JASANOFF, supra note 196, at 263.
neighborhoods. Minneapolis has invested considerable funds in a neighborhood revitalization program. Seattle has initiated “neighborhood matching funds” and collaborative urban planning programs. As part of a strategy dubbed “accountable autonomy,” these cities have strongly emphasized transparency, accountability, and citizens’ decision-making authority. Chicago and Seattle have also invested substantial efforts in reaching out to disadvantaged communities. The success of participatory initiatives in a few American cities stems, of course, from a combination of political, legal, and social factors. However, these examples demonstrate that participatory initiatives are not foreign to the American municipal landscape. Hence, the window of opportunity to introduce digital participatory initiatives, learning from existing practices around the world, is now open. It should not be missed.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this Article is to assess the current state and potential role of digital technologies in American cities. The Article delineates city-citizen relations in general and the usage of digital technologies in cities in particular along two axes—consumerism and participation. Then, based on evaluative criteria that aim to compare and assess both consumerist and participatory digital initiatives, the Article analyzes existing American practices in the field. It demonstrates that municipal digital endeavors in the United States are characterized by a consumerist orientation and rest on theoretical premises of economic production, largely disregarding participatory features. Citizens are treated as

261 Fung, supra note 41.
264 Fung, supra note 41, at 5-8.
265 Id.; Sirianni, supra note 263.
267 As it is difficult to wholly rely on the good will of public officials in this respect, an encouraging legal structure is required to accommodate digital participatory initiatives and ensure that the participatory criteria discussed earlier are satisfied. This discussion is beyond the scope of this article and it is left for further research.
consumers, who may occasionally contribute their professional skills or local knowledge to improve the service provided by the municipality. While this attitude may seem harmless at first sight, the Article argues that its danger is in its framing and the rhetoric that surrounds it. The definition of these enterprises as genuinely participatory and the reference to unprecedented opportunities for citizen engagement distorts the meaning and understanding of citizen participation in local democracy. The practical importance of this trajectory is that the democratic and participatory potential of digital platforms is utterly wasted.

The Article then aims to present an alternative role for digital technologies in municipal affairs. It discusses three categories of municipal matters in which citizen engagement can be particularly valuable—participatory budgeting, urban planning, and social policy consultations—and exemplifies the role of digital technologies in the process. Given that digital technologies may successfully satisfy participatory requirements, the Article suggests possible causes for the current absence of digital participatory practices in the United States. The Article concludes with a normative call for a more participatory path in municipal digital endeavors. As American cities are currently at a crossroads in terms of their digital development, the opportunity to adopt participatory features is still wide open and should not be missed.